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EVENING CITIZ EN.

AMiUQUEKOUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING,

19

AUGUST 7, 'l)i)o,

YELLOW FEVER
IS
IRRIGATION
DOING
WEST
FOR THE
WHAT
IN NEW ORLEANS

Scope of the Government's Vast
San Francisco, Aug. 7. The millions of acres of arid lands of the
west already thrown open to the
farmer by Irrigation, and the millions
more to he thrown open, will, It is
claimed by irrigation experts, open
the way for the mightiest Anslo-Saxosettlement the world has ever known.
It is estimated that about 60,000,0i,j
acrts of land In all, will be reclaimed
by the government projects.
The work which the government is
executing in constructing great stor-ngand diveislon dams and in building canals, laterals and head sates, Is
the largest undertaking of the kind
In the history of the United States.
The individual projects which will
form almost a chain of irrigated areas
in the west are so vast in scope and
their execution so expansive that, they
absolutely prohibit or else deter pri
vate capital. The permanent cliaiac-te- r
of the wotk undertaken under the
reclamation act was shown In opening
project near Reno,
the Truckee-CarsoNevada, on Juno 17, last. The huge
head gates on the Truckee-Carsocanal arc concrete, all of one piece,
and present an Impregnable appearance. With ordinary caie they will
last for centuries, defying storms and
floods and keeping the water under
absolute control at all times. Their finished and striking appearance offers
a contrast to the points at which the
water is diverted fiom the Colorado
river to the imperial country, In the
Southern part of California. With
such headgates the water could not
have escaped through the Irrigated
country at Imperial into the Salton
Sine creating a. vast inland sea thirty
miles long and five miles wide. The
proworks on the Truckee-Carsoject testify to the fact that the government with its expert engineers and
ample funds is able to come to the
aid of the west with projects of a
lasting character, and while encouraging and desiring irrigation work by
private capital, has the ability to undertake the greater works with a
completeness and permanency beyond
the reach of Individual funds.
The reclamation act provides that
funds from the sale of certain public
lands shall be applied by the government to the building of Irrigation
time the
works. At the present
fund amounts to about $28,000,000. and
Is increasing at the rate of $4,000,000
annually. The .fund Is
After the irrigation works have been
constructed the sum expended In any
work Is to be returned to the government in ten equal annual Installments
by the settlers, pro rati. At the end
of the first year after any one proof
ject has been completed,
the oiiglnal amount expended on that
work is to be returned and put into
other projects.
Among the great projects of the
government Is the Shoshone project,
Wyoming, which will Irrigate 160,-00acres of public land; the Uncom- pahgre valley project, Colorado, 100.- 000 acres; the Belle Fourche project,
South Dakota, 85,000 acres; the Salt
one-tent- h
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project twenty miles or
more from the Laguna dam ten miles NO CASES OUT OF L0M1ANA
above Yuma, to the Imperial valley.
When this is done, the rpot.t arid portion of No.th America, 'not excepting
Death Valley, will be under Irrigation Expenses Expected
to be
and highly productive.
The largest and most comprehensive
About $2,000
Per Day
Irrigation project which the government has under consideration is the
During Fever Months.
reclamation of 2,000,000 acres of land
In the Sacramento valley of California. Water will be conserved by
means of seven huge reservoirs and EIGHT HUNDRED CLEANING CITY
distributed over the valley, which is
250 miles long, and from twenty to
eighty miles lu breadth. Here the
New Orleans, Aug. 7. Yellow fever
problems of irrigation, reclamation,
report
at noou, August 7:
navigation
and drainage
are all
New cases, New Orleans, 4; total
oft
iw st"bra
cases, B37.
(mpcriel
Deaths, three; total deaths, 108.
Join CWi,
Dr. J. II. White, or federal t.iices,
took charge of the fever situation In
New Orleans shortly before noon today, on final Instructions from Wash'
2
"tJLys
ington. No new cases have been reported outside of Louisiana for several
days.
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nine, root drop
200,000 acres;
the Malheur project, Oregon, 80,000 on ha Im
acres; the Hondo river project, New Canol in th
.Mexico, ii,0to acres; the Fort Buford Colorado V&tari.

rh'er project, Arizona,

project, Montana and North Dakota, j
tiu.ouo acres; the North I'latte pro-- ;
Ject, Wyoming and Nebraska, 300,0uj
acres; the Mlnodaka. project, Idaho,
130,000; the Y'uma project, Arizona
and California. 1 .VllilO th Trnckee-Carson project, Nevada, 350,000 acies;
the Klamath project, Oregon and California, 6ii(, unit acres, and the Sacramento valley project, Oregon and Cal
ifornia, 2,011(1,000 acres. Besides the
projects enumerated, whose total is
no less than 3.titlo,ooo acres, the engineers of the reclamation sei vice are
ireparing surveys on a great many
other projects which will be undertaken as rapidly as the fund expands
and is returned to begin work.
The opening of the Truckee-Carsoproject, Nevada, was celebiated Just
three years from the passage of the
reclamation act on June 17, 1902. It
was the first great step in upbuilding
Nevada,
It was more than a step In the upbuilding of Nevada; It was a move
toward the reclamation of the whole
west. It was the consummation of
the dream of years and of the men
who have worked long and faithfully.
I saw one old gentleman wiping the
tears from his eyes. "I was thinking
of some of the fellowB now lead4 wbo
used to hope IOl this," he "said, apologetically.
For fltty years he had lived In Nevada, and at the beginning of that
period he had talked with his associates and the possibilities of the very
problem which had Just been worked
out.
Fifty thousand acres of land will
be Irrigated In the Carson valley this
year by means of about 200 miles of
canals and ditches. Already the cab-In- s
of pioneers are seen in the valley,
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Manila.
Manila, Aug. 7. This evening Major General Corbin gave a dinner to
the gentlemen of the Taft paity. Rear
Admiral EuquUt of the Russian navy,
was present. General Corbin toasted President Roosevelt and Secretary
Taft toasted the Russian emperor.
Read Admiral Enqulst, who was
much affected, made a profound salu

tation.
Commissioner Forbes entertained
Miss Alice Roosevelt at dinner. About
3.ou0 people attended the reception
given by Governor Wright at the Mai
aean palace. Secretary Taft and Miss
Roosevelt shook hands with all. The
Spanish population say the reception
surpassed any in the previous history
of Manila.

LIGHTNING KILLS TWO

GERMANY'S VIEWS OF THE
PEACE CONVENTION

NEAR CITY OF EL PASO

act closely connected, for with the storage of waters the crests of the spring
floods which have often broken the
That this bleak desert will be com- levees on the lower reaches of the
through Irriga- Sacramento river and destroyed milpletely transformed
tion is fairly assured by the fact that lions of dullars' worth of property,
whenever water has been brought to will be conti oiled. The climatic conthe land in the Carson valley by the ditions in the Sacramento valley are
individuals who own small farms far less extreme than those In the desscattered along tlie little Carson river, ert regions.
crops g.ow with great luxuriance.
Although the government contemgrows rapidly, and the stock plates Irrigation works or the benefit
feeding upon it look sleek and In of homeseekers, and endeavors
so
prime condition.
far as possible to undertake works
The Yuma project on the Colorado with the view of bringing water to
river is of especial Interest at this available government lands, yet in
time because It Is located close to the the event that individuals are willing
lmeprial valley courtry on the Col- to subdivide their lands and to sign
orado desert where Is located the a contract which will prevent land
largest irilgatlon works, either pub- speculation and anticipating Increased
lic or private, In the United States. values through Irrigation,, irrigation
Within four years 100,000 acres have works will be tindertwtvtinrtor
the
been put under actual Irrigation in the reclamation act where the iand is in
Imperial valley through the diversion private ownership. This is the case
of waters from the Colorado river. in the Salt river valley, Arizona,
Of this 100,000 acres almost half la where a dam capable of Impounding
in barley; 10,000 acres Is in alfalfa. enough water to Irrigate 200,uoo acres
On the American side of the Imperial of land will be constructed.
The setvalley there are some 50,000 head of tlers In that section have gone ahead
large
cattle, a
part of which is dairy and accomplished marvels; the govstock, and there are 10,000 head more ernment is coming to their aid. In the
on the Mexican side.
Sacramento valley the land is mainly
The Yuma project contemplates the in large holdings, there being individirrigation of land on both sides of the ual ranches of 100,000 acres In exColorado river In Arizona and Califor- - tent.
for the object of the leclamation
provide homes for the

is to

home-seeke-

El Paso, Texas, Aug. 7. Last niglit
lterlin, Aug. 7. The doubts existlightning killed Jesus Garcia and ing in Ixmdon and other capitals over
the prospects ol peace are many, but
inPedro Velasque, and seriously
jured Alejandro Mora, a few miles are in a mild form. The prevailing
opinion is that, although neither Russouth of this city.
sia nor Japan is anywhere near exhaustion in its resources, yet ptace Is
Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers. so necessary to both that each will
Washington, I). C, Aug. 7. The l.e reluctant to withdraw negotiations,
Amalgamated Sheet Metal workers, once they are begun, without attaining
one of the strongest labor organiza- peace.
tions in America, assembled in speIt is believed in official quarters tnat
cial convention here today fur a ses- each side will tind the other adoptsion of one week. One of the most ing a ttiff attitude in the beginning
imixirtatit questions to be considered and then coming close to the breakby the convention Is the death
ing point, but tlnit nit inia ly common
ground will be reached.
i
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BUY ROSEDALE MINES
have been larpe. The new company
take charge about October Uth
and it is said that it will erect more
extensive works on the property and
commence development on a large
scale. These mines are among the oldest In the territory and are said to be
very rich.
will

As

IMPORTANT ISLAND OF SAGHALIEN

Baltimore, Md., Aug. 7. The Baltimore News today received the following cablegram from Dr. Oliver L.
Kassing, of the Zeigler relief expedition:
"Shannon
Island, via Edlnburg,
Auk. 7. No news of the Zeigler expedition at Shannon
island since
July 21. There is much lee In the
North Atlantic. Will reach New York
by the I'Oth.
FASSING."
Dr. Fassing Is the scientist of the
relief expedition which sailed from
Sanderljord, Js'orway on May 17, on
the MaKdaleua, for Shannon island,
which lies on the east coast of Greenland, with the hope that some member of the Zeigler expedition which
had sailed for the Arctic regions from
Norway in July, 19o3, under the command of Anthony Fiala, of Brooklyn,
N. V., might bo found there. It is understood that the Magdaiena, having
failej in its purpose, will now return
to Norway.

St. Petersburg, Aug. 7. It is rumored from Saghalien that In the course

HIS VISIT HAD
POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Oyster Bay, Aui. 7. Secretary Shaw
came to Oyster Bay today to see the
precident about a matter personal to
himself and the president. His visit,
he said, was of no political sitrnlfi-cancor Importance. Secretary Shaw
that tho federal government havi
ing assumed control ot the yellow
r situation at New Oileaus, all efforts would now be made to stamp
our ttie epidemic.
The secretary will go to Roanoke,
'a., tomorrow, to deliver a speech at
the opining of the Republican state
c.iiivi ntion.
e

Eastern Tennis Tourney.
Boston, Mass., Aug. 7. A large attendance and auspicious conditions
marked the opening today of the
annual Long wood tennis tournament. During the week, the
of the east for doubles and
the annual tournament for singles,
A handicap event,
will be
open t'tily to players who actually
take part In the sciatch singles, will
he held in place of the usual consolation singles.
chain-ionshi-

p

of events accompanying the recent
invasion of the Japanese there occurred the mysterious disappearance
from the island of a convict named
Putilln, formerly a priest of Marrlnsk,
who a year ago, was sentenced at
Tomsk, to penal servitude for life for
a series of
murders.
A man of Immense strength, Putilin
was very popular among his
and was a favorite with the
convict guards. He played an important part in the preparation of a convict regiment to repel the Japanese,
but it is suspected that he took advantage of the disorders accompanying Die Invasion to make good his escape.
The news of his escape has caused
a wave of terror throughout eastern
Siberia. Many believe that the convict-priest
will throw himself on the
mercy of the Japanese, If he haH not
already done so, but some with terror
aver that Putilln will undoubtedly return to the scene of his former crimes.
In the heyday of his prosperity,
Father Putilln was one of the most
honored ami respected men in the
neighborhood of .Marrlnsk. But with
his three brothers (ad priests and
wealthy house owners), Father Putilin
In reality lived for years a double life.
At night time tho criminal quartet,
masking their faces, sallied out and
waylaid- - wealthy travelers
on
the
czar's highway. On one occasion they
even held tip ami robbed a Siberian
immigrant train.
were
Finally the four brothers
brought to Justice by an anoymous letter, which advised the police that a
brass-bounchest under the altar of
Father Putilln's church, If searched,
might bo found to contain stolen property.
Concealing
in
themselves
the
church at midnight, police and detect-- ;
ires, to their amazement, witnessed
their honored priest, Father Putilin,
holding a benediction service In wheih
i he blessed his three masked brothers,
and sprinkled their murderous revol
vers with ho.y water.
During the trial no fewer than seventeen murders were brought home to
this quartet of
blood-curdlin-

g

fehow-prisoner-

robber-clergyme-

PUT OFF

WERE

the Guests Would Not Arrive Till Tuesday,
Stopped on the Way to Visit Boston
and Other Places.

M. WITTE VISITS HARVARD

UNIVERSITY AND

Aug.
7. There was
Portsmouth,
great disappointment in this city today over the delay In arrival of the
Japanese and Russian peace envoys.
The postponement of the functions necessitated hurry-uorders to the state
troopn which were to arrive here Horn
all parts of 4 he state, to remain away
until tomorrow.
e
During the forenoon Governor
received a telegram from Third
Secretaiy Pierce of the
Assistant
navy, at Newport, proposing that the
reception
be postponed for forty-eighours, without any other change
in the official program, a arranged.
Formal notice was thereupon issued to
that effect.
Throughout Portsmouth and the vicinity the keenest interest is displayed
in the conference, and the people are
taking much ' pride in the arrangements for the entertainment of the
commissioners and their suites. Already tho plenipotentiaries have received more invitations for excursions
and entertainments than it will be
possible for them to accept.
At New Castle the envoys will be
entertained by Assistant Secretary of
State and Mrs. Pelrce and they will
also be tendered a dmner by Governor
McLane.
These are the only social
functions as yet definitely decided upon. At the Navy yard store building

What It Will Cost. ,
New Orleans. U.. Aug. 7. There Is
$70,000 In hand resulting from assessment on citizens of New Orleans, and
no difficulty Is standing In the way
for Immediate federal control of the
fever situation. Dr. White estimates
the total expenses for eradication at
$1,500 to $2,000 a day or $180,000 to
$240,000 for lever months, which would
carry the campaign into December,
by which time frost may be expected.
It Is possib.e that the fever may be
completely under control by the 15th
of September . Every authority wanted by federal bureau is assured. Adequate police power will be given marine hospital surgeons to aid In their
scientific work. It Is reported that all
resources of the federal government
will be used In obtaining modifications
of extreme quarantine regulations now
in effect so that New Orleans will be
able to resume commercial relations
with surrounding states.
Ix)uisiana,
parishes are already becoming more
reasonable and some are announcing
willingness to receive goods from this
city. Eight hundred men started today on a general cleaning movement.
This force will be largely increased
and on Wednesday there Is to be general suspension of business for cleaning purposes. Advices from the bed
side of Archblshoi) Chanelle todav re- )irt t')o verrab!o
better
and Dr. Larue is beglnnnig to hope
the archbishop will pull through.
Many telegrams and some cablegrams
have been received Inquiring as to the
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 7. There was
condition of the archibshop and ex
change in the situation today of
little
pressing sympathy.
the telegraphers' strike. The officials
TIPPED FOR PLACE
the Northern Pacific and Great

Having

SEES

PLACE

everything has been placed in readiness for the opening of the conference
sessions. Messengers, telegraph operators and clerical help, all carefully
selected, are on hand and ready to
begin work. A force of marines has
been detailed for special police duty
and to act as escort to the plenipotentiaries in their journeys between. Hotel Wentworth and the Navy yard,
a distance of about Ave miles. Every
precaution is being taken by the Navy
yard officials to Insure the strictest
secrecy In regard to everything pertaining to the negotiations.

p

Yachts Sail from Newport.
Newport, R. I., Aug. 7. The Yacht!
Dolphin and Mayflower, with convoys,
bearing Russian and Japanese commissioners for Portsmouth,
sailed
from this harlor at 8 a. m., with the
exception of Mr. Witte, who left for
Boston by special train last night. The
members of the Russian and Japanese
parties were on board their respective
vessels. The fog which made a necessary stop at this port, was burnsd
away by the sun this morning and
conditions were ideal for continuing
the voyage.
The Russians visited Harvard and
accepted an Invitation on behalf of
the university to take luncheon with
the Colonial club.
,

'
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LITTLE CHANGE IN
TELEGRAPHERS' STRIKE

IN

THE

'

Northern railways

"8tl'l

.

claim

that

complete. Perishable freight Is
lng handled in small quantities.
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CABINET

RUSSIANS ARE MINING

LAUNCH AND ROW BOAT

MOUTH OF AMUR RIVER

DISAPPEARED

SOUGHT

fe-v-

INDIANA CAPITALISTS

ALL OF THE ARRANGEMENTS

COLLIDE FATALLY

Toklo, Aug. 7. It Is reported that
Portland, Ore.,
the Russians are fortifying the mouth want of presence

Zeigler Relief Expedition Did Noted Priest Convict DepartNot Succeed in .
ed from View When Japs
Finding
Captured
WHOM

With Visitors.

MYSTERIOUSLY

FAILURE FOLLOWS

THOSE

Hours in Arrival of Fleet

Me-Ian-

1

Honors Offered the Visitors in

Special to The Citizen.
San Marcial, Aus. 7. W. H. Martin
& Co., who have been operating the
Rosedale gold mines for a number of
years, have sold the property to a
company made up of Terre Haute, Indiana, capitalists. The purchase price,
while not made public, is known to

With Vigor.

The government has planned for

Portsmouth Was Disappointed by Delay of

of the Yuma

GIVEN TO SECRETARY TAFT
Received

But

'lie ultimate extension of the canals

RIGHT ROYAL RECEPTION

Miss Roosevelt

FOR GREAT PEACE MEET

Project-W- iil

e

n

PREPARATIONS FINISHED

Open the Way for the Mightiest The Government Takes
Settlement the World Has Ever Known.
Charge of the Situation

Anglo-Saxo- n

NUMIiEU 201

w

of the Amur. A mixed division has
been dispatched from Habalovsk to
Nlcalaitfso as to reinforce the garrisons In that vicinity. It Is understood
that the channels approaching the
river have been mined.

pants of the launch which collided
with a rowhoat. two of three occupants of the rowboat were drowned
within a dozen feet of the launch.
They were Fred SteffenHon, aged 20
and his sister Madeline, 16.

LAS YEGAS DEFEATED

Celebrates Its
London, Ont., Aug. 7. The boom-lu- g
of guns uud the ringing of bells
at daybreak this morning ushered In
celebration,
London's
for which preparations have been going forward for months past. The
city, which is the third in size in the
Dominion, has arranged to suspend
business for the entire week and devote Itself to the celebration ot Us
fifty years of prosperity.
The London 'Old Boys" have returned from various cities throughout
Canada and from Chicago, Cleveland,
Detroit and other points across the
border, to Join in the festivities. The
city is in gala attire and duiing the
week there will be no eud of entertainment.
l.

SANTA FE YESTERDAY
Santa Fe, Aug. 7. The Ancient City
lost to the Las Vegas Blues yesterday
through errors by a score of 11 to 10.
Batteries Las Vegas, Atkins and
Brown; Santa Fe Naranjo and Miller.
The excursion from Las Vegas
brought about 300 people and was a
great success. A pleasant feature of
the ball game was that there was no
wrangling.

JAPANESE RESCUE

JAM Ed W. WADSWORTH.
A report from Washington credits
tho president with considering Congressman James Wolcott Wails worth,
No. 51 Geneseo street. New York, for
successor to riecn ta.y ot Agriculture
James Wilson, should the latter retire.
Congressman Wadsworth Is chairman of the committee on agriculture.
He is a millionaire who Is an enthusiast on farming. He owns one of the
most highly cultivaud estates in New
York. A few years ago his son mar-riea daughter of the late Secretary
of State John Hay.
d

Aug. 7. Owing to
of mind by the occu-

MAROONED BRITISH
Toklo, Aug. 7.
A vessel of the
Japanese navy has rescued fourteen
survivors of the prize crew from the
British steamer, Oldhamia, who were
imprisoned on Uiopp Island. The
vtssel was captuied by the Russians,
but subsequently ran aground on this
Island, where it was set on fire and
abandoned.
Fourteen marines
and
two officers were left on the Island.
The officers secured a sail boat and
started for Kamchatka.
Their fate
is unknown.

Viewing Historic Points.
Boston, Aug. 7. M. Witte spent the
Virginia Chautauqua.
day visiting points of historic interest
Wyt'neville, Va., Aug. 7. The first in and about Washington.
He will
assembly of the Virginia Chautauqua take the evening train for Portsmouth.
opemd here today with a good attend
ance. I he three weeks piogram pro
New York Metal.
vides fur addresses by Governor Mon
New York, Aug. 7. Copper and lead
tagiie and other men of note.
quiet, steady; unchanged.

COMING
I

BY

HUNDREDS

FROM THE FAR EAST.

urana junction,
Trains Sunday and

oio.,

aus,

-

today brought
eekers from the
east. When the doors of the registration office opened there were hundreds of people In line. The registration tor the day will probably be over
l,5oo.
ANOTHER

CABINET
MEMBER

TROUBLED

ANOTHER FATALITY OWING

TO STREET GRADE ROADS
Cleveland. Ohio, Aug. 7 Reports
from the hospitals to which the victims ol last night's grade crossing accident were taken, showed that only
one death had occuired, but Intimated that six of the injured would proli-alily

die.

At least a score of other passengers
on the htreet car received more or
less wounds.
V. F. Llllis. gateman, employed by
the Pennsylvania Railroad c ompany at
the St. Clair street crossing, where

tho train st uck the car, admits that
the gatia wire not loseted. He is
held upon the charge of manslaughter.
Investigation shows that the trolley
wheel le;t the wire Just as the car
reached the Pennsylvania tracks, and
before it could be replaced the train
JAMES WILSON.
collided with the car, loaded with
Secretary of Agriculture.
Martin,
forty passengers.
James
The case of Physiologist Cieorge T.
whose young daughter was killed,
while his wife and two other children Moore has come closo uion the rewere badly injured, la reported to be cent cotton report scandal to tmbar-ha- s
Insane as a result of the accident.
his administration.

c:
OLD EARL HATES IDEA

'

OF AMERICAN COUNTESS

MirrrFr. even with the service Irreg-- I
ulnr, nnd when It Is made possible to
have tho trips of the machines to the
ritjr of the northwest a dally event,
the patronage will no doubt le greatly
Increased. Ttie proposition Is to have
l
the automobile service between
ntul Torrance dally except

NO

CAS
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SO- -
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Warning to Mother.
Too much enro cannot be uspd with
small chllilrcn ilurln the hot weather of
to guard ngnlriRt
the svimrner month
bowel troubles. A a rule, It is only necessary to give the child a dose of castor oil to correct any disorders of thi
bowels. Do not use any substitute, but
castor oil, and
give the
soe that It Is fresh, as rancid oil nautendency
a
to gripe. If
seates and has
this dors not check the bowels, irlve
Colic,
Cholera and DiarC'hnmbrrlnln
rhea remoily, and then a dose of enstor
may
be checked In
oil, and the disease
Its Inclplency snd all danger avoided. The
enstor oil and this remedy should be
procured at once and kept ready for Instant use, as poon a the first Indication of any bowel trouble appears. This
Is the moHt successful treatment known,
and mny be relied upon with Implicit
confidence, even in cusps of cholera Infantum. For sale by all dealers.
Judge S. H. Pope Is expected In
Carlsbad on the 20thlnst., to attend
the di awing of the Jury list for the
fall term of court. It is said he will
render his decision In the Tanslll vs.
Public Utilities company at fhat time.

C

A

Musical Stock Co.
Monday, Tuesday
and weanesaay
Evenings.

ALARMING

SIMPSON

special from Roswell dated Aug.
5, says: Jerry Simpson
again has
taken a change for the worse and his
condition Is considered alarming. Ho
is stili in full possession of his faculty's but is suffering great pain.

S

Friday snd
urday Evenings.

MRS. GEO. CH AS. MONTAGU.
lndon, Aug. 7. Although she has sour old earl he Is, feels so badly over
nephew's marriage that he threatJust become the bride of Geo. Mon- his
to take unto himself a wife, to
tagu, M. P., and Is a prospective count- ens end
that tliere may be born a new
the
ess. Miss Alberta Sturgess, attractive heir for the title. As the earl is 66
New York heiress, Is not welcomed by and far from being a beau, the betting
her husband's uncle. This uncle Is the in society is in favor of the American
earl of Sandwich, and young Montagu girl becoming a countess. Not that
will be the next earl, If nothing "hap- she enn-sShe has $10,noo a year In
pens, because the earl Is childless. her own name, and George, whom
.

Tls rumored that the nobleman, and a they

EXAMINATIONS
IN INTERNAL

she married for pure love.

v

FORMtK hic'W MtXICAN

FOR POSITION)

TO BECOME

REYENIE SERVICE

BENEDICT

Sat-

Thursday.

A

s

15c and 25c
ReMervcd seats on sale at O.
A. MaUon's, 202 West Rail-

Bernard 8. Rodey.

Albuquerque,
attention given to all
huhlness pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In nil court of the territory and before the United States land

open every after
Admission, free, ex- -

matinees.
served by
formed waiters.

j

Matinee Sunday at

uni-

3 p. m.

Time Vaudeville

f

0

WHET

liieinivon

B. A. SLEYSTER

E. W. Dohson.
Ofnee
well block, A bui jerque, N. M.

CIGARS

PIONEER BAKERY

Mo stAnything

j00'6"'

'

y

A. W. HAYDEN

Coiitractoraml Buililer

1

ALBUQUE1(QUE,N,M.

I
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Am
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.

But you'll sAolt set m
JTf tnu

or

free'

AM

SCILLths

Ervir rtgkt in my spinal column- Eea it won't citnS up my back.

i

riprrtui,

Ml,

..r

3

t.i.7V

COUCH

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo
CLARKVILLE

ki
C

Discovery
sumption

OUCHS and

Pries
50c 4 $1.00
Free Trial.

bur. st unii Uuickrst Cure for ail
THKOAT and LUHO TROUBLES, or KONE1 HACK.

ulls'lnt.

PRODUCE

AND

Crom-

THE

OF

BANK

CO

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL.
J. B. McMANUS, Manager.
South First Street Both Phonei

EX

l

ENDS TO

602

A. E. WALKER,

insurance.
Bulldtn

Secretary Mutual
tion. Office at
Lumber Yard

J.

C.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE,

M,

N,

Anocla

Baldrldge's

DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITA&,

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

rooms
Albuquerque, N.

M.

CONTRACTOR

Walling-ford-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Barnett building,
Both 'phones.

SOLOMON

J.

C. BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY

2

A. M. BLACKWELL

FOR

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Sundays by appointment.

george arnot
O.

E. CROMWELL

ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

Authorized Capital,
1500,000.00

Paid-u-

p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, 2S0,0OO.OS

BANK

Barnett buIldinK.
and 2 to 4. Both tele

Offlice

to

W. J. Johnson, Asst. Cashleri

FIRST
NATIONAL

C. H. Conner, M. D D. O.
Osteopathic physician and Burgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteo.
pathy.
All
successfully
diseases

Hours.
phones.

President;

solomon luna

wm. Mcintosh

PHYSICIANS.

9

LUNA,

8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier;

W.

A BUILDER.

A. L, Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic 'phone 724; Shop 111
North becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.

treated.

91B0.009.0t

,

M.

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. Fr RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.
.

Room

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathio Physician.
17.

hiting Block.

W

VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon an
Veterinary
dentist.
Horses, cattle and dops treated by
the latest, up to date, app.nved, scientific methods. Office m Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone, 3: . Mo., 122.

THE

CLAIRVOYANT.

Alice Coburn Hajrward, clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sunday by
appointment.

STATE

Mrs.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa F Railway
Company.

NATIONAL

BANK

LUQUERQUE

OF

'

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

The original Spanisn hair tonic.
Hermoso pelo, (beautiful hair.) Posi
tively stops falling hair In one arDlica
tion; cures dandruff always, and is a
perfect dressing for gentlemen and
tauies' hair. For sale at 60 cents per
bottle. Agents wanted. 410
South Edith street.
SOUTHWESTERN TOILET
SPECIALTY CO.
i
Albuquerque, N. M.
4io south Edith street.

O. N. MAR RON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

D. A.

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

.

The Standard

SUMMER 8CHOOL.
Of Albuquerque Business College.
In addition to regular work we 111

PLUMBING AND

have Review Classes for teachers' cer
tificates, high school, graded school.
and Spanish courses. Opens Monday,
June 12.
Ten weeks for $10. for any course.
For further particulars address

HEATING CO.

RAMSAY A ALLMAN,

Gleckler Block, Corner Fourth street
and Gold Avenue.
MRS. C. GRANNIS.
Invites you to inspect her fine line
of fancy goods, Hardanger, French
and wool embroideries, Battenburg
and crocheted goods, sofa pillows, tea
cloths, collars and cuffs and Batten
burg patterns, baby caps, Afghans
and opera shawls, ladies' fine underwear made to order and children's
clothing a speciality. Room 36, Bar
nett budding, Albuquerque, N. M.

TRY OUR

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
412 W. Railroad Ave.

'PHONE, 671.

AUTO.

COLO.Ct.

minxniiimnmiiimiixiinimiiiiTiTTiTTTTIr
M

KtLIABLt

OLD

tsTABLISHED 1878

PUTNEY

Fresh Meals and Sausages i

L. B.

A Specially Fine Line

WHOLESALE

UNION

MARKET

207 West Gold Aveune
BOTH PHONES
oooocxxKXxxxxx x:jooocxxx jf xx

!

GRAND

:

CENTRAL

3

HOTEL
Mrs. Owen

Carrlo

Provisions.

the Largest and Most Extensive Stock
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

of

ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

M.

H

Afrv
Rooms

xxxxxxixxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxTTxxxxxxxxxxxxxn

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

Prop't. 2

itttiiin

Commercial

and

KAILROAD AVENUE.

Large

Dlnmttmle,

GROCER

Farm and Freight Wagons

Reasonable
Rates

it

Grain

Flour,

Hote

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
dasa material and employ competent workman which JustiOur prices will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition,

LAUGUL1N

MEALS AT ALL HOURS
SHORT OffOm,
QUICK mKRVICf.

I1YDI1AULIC

STONE

COMPANY

AUTOMATIC PHONE 711

PRICCB RKABONABLK

21 MEALS $4.50

.

(OpHsite The Alvarado)
Can secure rooms by the Month,
Week or Nltfht.
107 SOUTH FIRST STREET

St.

HAY, GRAIN

Dr. King's

WITH

for

LOANS

rniir,
foi

rrHi.,,

l...ttl.

CURE the LUNGS

d

JTini a thtnjf so ctdravatin'
n cl good ale summer time
Xiks de nasty, stcky feelin'
sAirt begins ttr cimb.
ffen
tSoirm day V git mad en tioU it
fr7d a udder leaded tacit

ifMit

I'T

.

nce ri Wy
skirt craius up mi back.

Tbui'd some spot dais

8c Co

U

groui

fly an'frtj a smiirr

Rankin

'

''"

.

build-

ARCHITECTS.

jf

),'

1.

AND

W.LTrimble&Ce

Ui

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

ATTORN
Suite Id, N. T.
Armljo hull'ltnsr, Alhiiquernue. N. M.

BLOCK-Automat-

s.

"if':'

$100,000

Albuquerque,

ATTOHNET-AT-LA-

46-4-

CAS

SURPLUS

Bryan.

First national Bank

Office,

N. M.
ing.

W

15c

fl

AND

John H. 8tlngle.

JOE RICHARDS,

Ker

M. Bond.

R. W. D.

cept during

OOld

CAPITA.

Prompt

M.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

)

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

AU-

ATTORNElf-AT-LAV-

N.

road avenue.

Emil

ytvl

UNTIL

CLOSED

GUST 28.

82 F street, N.
W., Washington, u. v,. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter patents, trade marks, claims.

.. ..

Thos. F. Keleher

2k

OFFICE

TRUST

COMPANY

:o a. m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:10 p. in. to I
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made
by msll.

Ira

noon.

MONTEZUMA

ATTOR.'BY-AT-LA-

Invitations have been Issued an
nouncing tho approaching marriage of
Hereford G. Fitch, formerly a resident
of Magdalena, N. M., and son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Fitch, or Socorro, and
Miss Perl Blanch Taylor, of Stella
coom, Wash., the ceremony to take
place at the home of the bride's par
ents in Steilacoom, on August 10.
Mr. Fitch Is now a resident of Oak
land, Cal., where he Is engaged In
Ave.
business. . He Is quite well known In
Bent Her Double.
Albuquerque, having frequently viS'
knew no one for four weeks, when
lted in this city while residing at Mag I "I
wns Ki"X Win typhoid fever and kiddalena.
ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter,
of Pittsburg. Pa,, "and when I got bet
ter, although I had one of the best docPIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
TO IMPROVE AUTO LINE
tors I could get. I was bent double, and
Successor to Balling Bros.
hnd to rest my hands on my knees
when I walked. From this terrible af
A plan has been suggested and Is fliction 1 was rescued by Elect Ho bit
restored my health snd WEDDING CAKE A SPECIALTY
being carried out by which the auto- ters. which
renin n, and now I oan walk as
mobile stage to Torrance Is to be st
straight as ever. They are slmnlr won
We desire patronage, and we
greatiy Improved with additional ser derful." Ouaranteed to cure stomach,
first-clas- s
guarantee
baking
liver and kidney disorders; at all drugvice, says the Roswell Record. It Is gists.
Price too.
207 S. First Street,
Peculiar Disappearance.
Albuquerque
prorcsed to make a trip to Torrance
J. D. Runyan. of Butlervllle, Ohio, lnld everyday, and this great improvement
Fiendish Suffering.
of his painthe peculiar disappearance
often caused by sores, ulcers snd can
ful symptoms of Indigestion and blllious-nea- s, Is, to be secured through tho big heart-of Ts
cers, that eat away vour skin. Wm. Beto Dr. King's New Life Pills. He edness of the enterprising citizens
aaya: "They are a perfect remedy. for Roswell who took the stock In the dell, of Flat Rock, Mich., says: "I have
Bucklen's Arnica Salve for Ulcers
duulness, sour stomach, headache, con- company and made the auto line a used
Sires and Cancers. It Is the best heal
stipation, etc". Ouaranteed; at all drug-fiatI ever found."
Soothes
possibility. The Hue has been a great ing dressing
Price, 25c
c, PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND BRUSHES
and heals cuts, burns and scalds;
at ail arugguts: guaranteed.
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
PLENTY OF PROOF.
leaks.
From People You Know From AlbuOne gallon Devoes' Paint covers
querque Citizens.
300, square feet two coats.
.
The greatest skeptic can hardly fail
to he convinced In the face of evi LEATHER, HARNESS,
SADDLES,
ETC.
dence like this. It is Impossible to
.
proof
the
of
produce
merit
than
better
per, by rtr Mtw3Ar fwrtmpmts
A3$ocT'C
testimony of residents of Albuquerque, 40S) W. 1UILKOAD
AVE
o. peopie who can be seen at any time.
Read the following case of it:
v
J. A. Skinner, dealer in staple nnd
fancy groceries. 116 West Gold ave
nue, says: "when a man unns irom
"j- -l
9 J
LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND
observation and experience that an
article extensively advertised does not
TRANSFER STABLES.
do as it promises it is his duty to
V
Horses and .Mules bought and exchangprevent his fellow men from squanderIV
ing probably hard earned wealth in ed. Address W. L. Trimble .St Co.,
&tn saa all kmea er utMtr i
Its purchase. It is just as much the Albuquerque, New Mexico.
duty of a citizen to tell his friends and
BKST TURNOUTS IN
flakes no dijfunce mat it
acquaintances
about articles upon
THIS CITY.
Only grin men Ihtng it ream v
which they cam absolutely depend.
Some time ago there came to my no- SECOND STREET. BETWEEN RAILROAD
tice a case of a child whose control
AND COPPER AVENUES.
over the kidney secretions was limitr i
ed. The parents procured for It
Vear me fake a crack
Doan's Kidney Pills at tho Alvarado
v
Soul il bein aiujfn usul
pharmacy, and the treatment, according to directions for children, was
f ::
i ZcJJ my thirt crauts ujo mi back
commenced. In addition to the limit
;
ed control there was considerable
backache.the complications fully prove3 uz aoon lac summer altera.
ing that in some way the kidneys were
..
J
n
j
l
j:
,
Ljun care tr nin coie r nor.
i s- s
either weakened or over excited. The
OFFICE AND FACTORY
c'd ill erlj?? fertriSer
treatment of Doan's Kidney Pills so
strengthened, washed and purified the
412 West Copper Avenue
kidneys that the annoyance ceased."
Red hoi sun ertireei uiid me 6ul
For sale by all dealers. Price f0
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
"l6rijthing itema oul er uiAack
Y., sole agents for the United States.
W'en Im full er presspiralon
Remember the name Doan's and
j
i
Phones. Auto 108; Colo. Black 265.
i
i
r
l
M9
take no other.
1
I
MEN AND WjIyUR.
I' hi Wg
for unntturttl
km broil uudout a sauealin' IU.
d
lift ryti, in fmu. mii it u.
g ml i.11mi1 iriitttiiMiis)
or uliiitiout
aruif
J'l de summer, kaze AnotuY
ll
m
ftoi to .Irlciur,.
( in ii c u
Iii. intriti.t'i.
IF
Fr.Hb (.ilwlm.
ruintfdH, aii'l nut lutiio
FIRE INSURANCE
lbry
er sunshines rnakin'
fTeVHUvtSSCHilVlCllCO.
or
REAL ESTATE
1'
Mold by Urn Kir lata,
focci uialermillioni

A competitive examination under
the rules of the United States civil
service commission, for the positions
ot clerk, store" keeper, gauger, and
messenger In the internal revenue,
district of New Mexico, will be held
on the 6th 'day of September, 1905,
commencing at 9 o'clock a. m.
Applications for Hulg examination
must be made on the prescribed form
which, with necessary
instructions,
may be obtained from the commission's local representative at the Albuquerque, N. M., postoffice, or from
the district attorney at Denver, Colo.
Applications will not be accepted
unless received at Denver, Colo., before 5 o'clock p. m on August 23,
1905. All persons wishing to take this
examination should secure blanks and
fill them out at once to allow time
tor any necessary corrections.

J. E. KRAFT.
DtnUI 8urgeon.
Rooms
snd 16 Orant block, oyer
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
Doth phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. BUB Kiillrond avenue
Office hours
15

office.

Nothing on the Market Equal to
Chamberlain' Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
This fact Is well known to druggists
everywhere, and nine out of ten will
THIRD STRUT
give their customers this preparation
when the best Is asked for. Mr. Obe
Wltmer, a prominent druggist of Joplln-M"- ..
In a circular to his customers, says:
'There la nothing on the market In the
way of patent medicine wtilrh equals
Chnmherlntn's Colic. Cholera nnd iJlar-rho- e
Kemedy for bowel complaints, w
All kinds of fresh and salt
sell and recommend this preparation."
For sale by all dealers.
Meats. Steam 8auage Factory.
Word conies Iron) Kstancla that a
big delegation from that town will attend the territorial fair at Albuquerque. They will bring a very large display of Iruits and vegetables for exhibition at the fair.
MASOMC ELUDING. N. THIRD ST
Public Is Aroused.
The public is arounsed to a knowledge
l
of the curative merits of that great
tonic, Kkctrlc Bitters, for sick stom-Rcliver and kidneys. Mary H. WalINSURANCE.
ters of BIB St. Clair avenue, Columbus,
Ohio, writes: "For several months I wns
given up to die. I bad fever and ague,
REAL
ESTATE,
my nerves weiie wrecked; 1 could not
NOTARY PUBLIC.
sleep, and my stomach was so we.ik
from usele.a doctors' drugs that I could
not eat. Soon after beginning to tak.
KOOM 6, CROMWELL
ic
Electric Bitters I obtained relief, and In
a short time I was entirely cured." OuarTelephone. 174.
anteed at all drug stores. Price SO.
Dr. westlake of Silver City, was
called to the T Box ranch, seven miles
5moke the White Lily Cigar
from Santa Rita, last Tuesday, to attend Denny Mooney, who was serious
ly ill with an attack of appendicitis,
the second within six months. Mr.
Mooney's condition was such that the
noctor thought it advisable to move
him to this city, wnere he could se
cure prompt medical attention, and
accordingly the patient was taken to
the Ladies' hospital at Silver City.
113 1- -2 W. Rmllroad
meu-loa-

DErfT7sTsTW"

LAWYERS.

Old Time Vaudeville
Admission

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

"SLAVE OF DUTY"

tfEAT

Miss

SULLIVAN'S

&

GILBERT

BECONGRESSMAN
FORMER
COMES WORSE AND IS SUFFERING GREAT PAIN.
A

m

8unday,

Gardens

OF JERRY

CONDITION

c

WADE

A
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DR.

Hos-wv-

NEW YORK HEIRESS WEDS PROSPECTIVE EARL, BUT HOLDER
TITLE MAY NOW MARRY TO P ROVIDE NEW H EIR LONDON
CIETY WATCHING INTERNATIONAL COMEDY.
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& L GIACOMELLI,

Proprietors
Take Kodol After Eating.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
of Indigestion. Kodol Is a thorough
digestant and a guaranteed cure for
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
by all druggists.

's

College

SANTA FE, N. M.

m

The
.

Miciiae
Forty-Seven-

th

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905

BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT
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E'jg.ar

00

u$10

400 LOTS

DOWN

27 LotS Sold L3St
.00

L'i,&r
--

r-- -,

g.T.rjyv.'nr
.rr" TTlfc

W. H.

$10

TREE TELEGRAPHY

Elastic

Glebe-Wcrnic- he

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

raj-tgj-

DOWN

Jii.L.utii''

Flournoy, Sec.

'awlm

WEEK

$1

PER

N

WEEK

D. K. B.

vS Ii
'

Sellers, Mgr.

".vsw

TO BE

It the standard of excellency In book cases. They are the originators of the unit system in book cases: We have the exclusive
s
line, and have Just received a comagency of this
plete line of them, and invite you to call and Inspect the line. It
is a pleasure to show you the many advantages of the GLOBE
WERNICKE over other makes. Why pay as much for an Inferior
article as you can get the standard for. See our window display.
"Get the habit."

WEEK

M

akmg

The Best
of Colorado

TAUGHT ARMY OFFICERS

Sectional Book Case

C,

With every deed we give an abstract, showing an absolutely perfect title

Solomon Luna,
UTar massy

Greer, Pres.

.ray

rfrT'T

.OO

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

DOWN

ut:

?w ,mTTTBfc

BS3 E3

PER LOT

Ffflontll.

:rsr

-- "iw

50 x J 42 FEET

- -

nFrn

$100, $150, $200
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ar w.r,v.uar

.,rrrfc

ir.,
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world-famou-

J.
Successor to

D. EMMONDS
Corner Coal Ave. and Second

W. V. Futnelle.

spent the night in Albuquerque, and
while here were the guests of T. E.
Gargan, manager of the telegraph office in this city. The officials were on
a general inspection of the offices
throughout the southwest. They were
traveling In the Western Union private car "Electric" and left yesterday morning for the east attached to

TO COMMEMORATE
OFFICIAL'S HEROISM
Memorial Tablet to be Erected to the Late Edward
Grafstrom.

's

GREAT NORTHERN ISSUES
ATTRACTIVE PAMPHLET
F. J. Whitney, of St. Paul, Minn.,

passenger traffic manager of the
Great Northern railway, is sending out
a handsome illustrated tionklet, entitled: "A Camera Visit to The Lewis
and Clark Centennial Exposition at
Portland, Ore." The hooklut is by far
one of the finest yet issued by a road
having a line to Portland.
WESTERN UNION OFFICIALS
SPEND THE DAY HERE
A party consisting of T. D. Cook, superintendent of the Western Tnion
Telegraph company, of Chicago; C. B.
Ilorton, division superintendent
of
Omaha; V. J. Lloyd, superintendent
at Chicago; and J. G. Jonnlntrs, superintendent of telegraph of the Rock Island system, arrived In the city Saturday evening from El Paso. The party

STEADY
NERVES
W ather.

POSTUM
FOOD COFFEE
means just that!

There's a Reason.

la what we are doing with every one who testa
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is invigorating and wholesome. $3 per case of 2 dozen

Many of the best parts of the state
can bo reached by no other railway.
Are you interested jn ColoradoT

Send three cents In stamps for our
beautiful Illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas AgU
Denver, Colo.

quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

TO INSTALL ELECTRIC
PLANT AT BAKERSFIELD

The bronze tablet which will be
erected In the state house at Topeka,
Kan., to the memory of Edward Grafstrom, the chief mechanical engineer
for the Santa Fe, who lost his life during the flood of 1903 In saving the
lives of people who had been caught
lu the lioing waters of North Topeka,
has been roiupirted and Is now on
In the engrav tg rooms of a
Chicago firm, by which It was made.
Th many friends of the berolc engl-nef.- "
have made the tablet possible by
their .viliscriptions and cciilrlbutions
to the memorial lund.
The facts In the case need but be
briefly mentioned as most everyone Is
tainllHr with the Incident of Mr.
death. The Railway Age says
of Mr. Grafstrom:
He was chief mechanical engineer
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railway. In June, 1903, when the Kansas river Bwept over North Topeka
thousands of people were Imprisoned
In upper stories of houses, on roofs,
In trees and In similar places of refuge. Mr. Grafstrom designed a relief
boat and it was built under his supervision. Provisions, means of assistance, necessaries of all kinds were
carried to North Topeka and the boat
brought back hundreds of survivors.
At the very conclusion of the work,
on the night of June 2, when there
were no more to be saved, the boat
started back without a load and without ballast. Striking a strong whirl
of water it became uncontrollable,
struck a submerged tree and was upset. The crew saved themselves by
catching to treetops, but Mr. Grafstrom though a powerful swimmer,
was lost. He had been working with
extraordinary diligence, without sleep
for several days, and was nearly exhausted.
It may have been this, or
that he was struck by some part of
the boat as it over turned. He died as
the result of devoting his great skill
and his magnificent strength to the
work of saving the lives of his fellow
citizens.

Fear no hot

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

No. 2.

WAS CHIEF MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Graf-strom-

Colorado Southern
Railway

Sfc

J

An

HI

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

F. C. Ripley, assistant manager of
the Santa Fe oil properties, with
Charles White, head electrician at the
Ollnda oil fields, are at the Bakersfleld
oil Hells for the purpose of Installing
an electric plant on the Santa Fe
properties there.
Employment
Southwestern
The
Agency of this city is supplying laborers for work on the Santa Fe at Argentine, Kan., and last night fifteen
men were shipped to the J. P. Hutt
Contracting company, of Argentine,
who have the contract for building the
Santa Fe's new yards at that point.
W. O. Scott, formerly chief clerk of

the Savoy hotel at Kansas City, ar
rived in the city last night and will relieve night clerk H. L. Easley of the
Alvarado while the latter takes a
month's vacation, which will be spent
in the east.
The Santa Fe has completed its
handsome new passenger station at
Trinidad, Colo, and the offices are
now being moved into the new station.
The edifice Is one of the handsomest
of all the mission style stations on the
system.
m

S. J. Powers, an employe in the
local Santa Fe shops, who has been
spending the past month sojourning in
California, accompanied by his family,
returned home last night, and today
resumed his duties In the shops.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
Mrs. J. J. Sheridan returned Satun
day from an extended visit with
friends in Los Angeles.
Miss Nellie Brewer returned yesterday from a two months' vacation
spent at Los Angeles.
Bret Baker returned this morning
from Los Luuas, where he spent Sunday witii Louis and Fred Huning.
Roger Gatlin and Ike Singer anticipate leaving on Tuesday for an outing
on the beaches of southern California.
Andy Robinson and "Bunch," of the
Graham Bros, club rooms, have gone
to the Jemez hot springs for a month's
sojourn.
Mrs. E. W. Tenant, of 620 South
Second street, has gone to Martinez,
Cal., where she will remain for a few
weeks.
pr. W. W. Spargo and wife left last
night for Wheeling, W. Va., where they
will spend a month on a visit to relatives and friends.
James W. Chaves left this morning
for his ranch at Progreso, Torrance
county, after spending a couple of
days in Albuquerque.
Mrs. W. B. Chllders and daughters,
Misses Gladys, Agnes and Edith, returned yesterday from an extended
outing on the upper Pecos river.
Hon. W. B. Chllders left last night
for Los Angeles, where he got's to
take testimony In a cuse in which he
is attorney. He will return in a week.
Eugene Keinpenich, traveling salesman for Charles Ilfeld, the dry goods
merc hant of I.as Vegas, spent Sunday
iu Albuquerque, and was a passenger
north last night.
Prof. Rupert Asplund, of the university, who went to the City of
Mtxico several weeks ago to be married, returned to Albuquerque yesterday, accompanied by his bride.
IS. Marr.m nnd wife, who have been
In the city visiting their eon, Owen,
who his here for his health, lelt last
night for their home at Buffalo. N. V.
Mr. Marrou is a. cousin of O. N. Mar-ron- .

1lerept

TOTpororx Field Winel

Newspaper Enterprise Association.
San Francisco. Aug. 7. On September 1 the war department will establish a Bchool at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, for the education of army officers in signal corps work. General
Bell who Is stationed at Fort Leavenworth at the present time will have
Charge of the school, while Major
George O. Squler, who has been the
chief officer of the signal corps, department of California, has Just left
here, to act as Gen. Bell's assistant.
Then officers will be selected by the
war department to take the course of
Instruction the first year and later the
number will be increased.
The men will be taught every class
of field work, including automobllng
and tree telegraphy.
Heretofore this class of work has
been limited to the signal corps men
alone, who made themselves proficient
In such work as would facilitate instant communication between officers
if different regiments during a war.
Now the war department thinks It
wise that every officer understand the
features of signal corps work. With
this end in view the school at Fort
Leavenworth is to be established.
Major Squler who will take such an
active part in this new department
has already gained much prominence
by his Interesting experiments in tree
telegraphy. His experiments at Camp
Atascadero near Paso Robles, Cal.,
last August were startling in the extreme as they revealed truths which
have been hlden from science, and
now have opened up a new field for
research and experiment for botanists
and physicists along lines which have
never been attempted.
The work which brought Major
Squler before the public was the result
of an incident occurring during the
maneuvers of the signal corps at
Camp Atascadero.
The men were drilling in the field
last August. Their duty is to lay and
maintain lines of communication for
MAJ. GEO. SQUIER.
.

the army by employing a "ground"

VI'

v.

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

cir-

l 111 l II L.

Down at Camp Atascadero when the
earth would discourage the

sun-bake-

most enthusiastic disciple, the "tree-grounoffered every opportunity for
the most interesting experiments.
The method employed by the signal
corps was to drive a nail into the living part of a tree and a wire is led
from the "treeground." From the other
terminal of the instrument, a signal
wire is laid losely along the ground
to the station where it is attached to
the receiver.
The gratifying results obtained from
this experiment attracted the attention of Major Squler, who gave the
matter a great deal of thought. It then
occurred to him that trees might be
used for the purpose of wireless telegraphy.
There is a wireless telegraph station
at Fort Mason, also one on Yerba
Buena, a small island In the Bay of
San Francisco. At both stations there
are some eucalyptus trees. One of
the trees at Fort Mason was selected
to demonstrate the practicability of
the major's idea. An aerial wire was
pole and led
lowered from a
to the tree. Into which a nail was
driven. Almost Immediately signals
were received from Yerba Buena, and
the value of Major Sqttler's discovery
was at once established.
All officers aslgned to signal instruction wll be given a thorough course in
Squler's system.

(From the California Limited
Log Book)

I

It Is peculiar that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help It. I
am really ashamed to say any
thing further, but I ean't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.
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good for sixty days.
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TICKETS ON SALE DAILY UNTIL 8EPTEMBER 80.
Denver and return. $25.16.
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via Denver.
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dish of Ice crearn eaten at Mrs.
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cream parlor.
See window display of Trunks,
Bags, etc., at The Economist.
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cuit for a telephone, driving an Iron
bar into the earth, moist soil, of
course, being necessarily chosen as a
burial place.
During a previous drill held at American Lake, Washington, the signal
corps encountered much difficulty In
securing moist soil for ltd operations.
After many failures Lieutenant W. M.
Goodale thought of a tree as a proper
solution of the trouble. A tree, nat-- 1
urally will find water. The lieuten- ant't happy idea brought about results
which will prove of immense value to
L

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company
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DANGER OF IMMIGRATION.

Purins the ten years ending last June

4 .0.",2 0 Ims
migrants entered ttao United Slates. That Is nearly
of a million more than the entire population f
the Hi public In 17l0. it over ha.f a million more than
population of the country at the
the total foreign-boroutbreak of the Civil war. Hut during the last half of the
decade the increase has Ik en phenomenal. During litttS
and 1904 we received l.G'IS.Ul G Immigrants, which is at
the rate of 8.34!t,r.S0 for a decade. And still the horde increases, for the officials believe that during the present
fiscal year, nearly one mil. ion Immigrants will have entered this country. All Kuropo and all Asia seem to have
fixed on the United Slates as the land of promise and to
be determined to enter in and possess It.
It is time to call a bait. The United Slates has prodigious assimilating powers, but it Is not Immune from
indlgesiion. And there Is a difference In Immigrants. Half
centuiy ago, and peraaps even a iiu.mcr of a cewtury
ago, our immigrants came fiom northern Europe and were
almost to a man valuable additions to our population. Now
the classes which are coming are entirely different. The
majority are not only grossly Ignorant, hut by experience,
tradition and racial tendencies incapable of comprehending any form of government bttwien despotism and mot)
rule. That in course of time any reasonable number of
these pe i:iie of Southern and Eastern Europe could be so
assimilated that their descendants would lie good Ameri
can citizens is true. In that respect ah Europeans differ
from all Asiatics. But we can do nothing with such niul
titudes as are now coming. If they do not take the coun
try as their Asiatic forbears took Eastern Europe they
will spoil It as a habitation for the free races of Northern
Kurope and us who are their descendants.
It is gratifying to know that the president has become convinced of the danger impending and thai lie Is
collecting the data upon w hich the subject may be forcibly presented to congress and to the country. That he
will do so is without doubt, and legislation must fo.low.'
1

three-quarter-

H

A SIMILAR

New Orleans merchants complain because the yellow
fever hits their trade. Tin y are unreasonable In this.
Every sort of a pestilence Injures the business of the locality afflicted with It. Tne entire country within a
radius of many miles quarantines against the scourged
locality.

The city council must get busy pretty soon. With the
water question up to theiu, the social evil question needing revision, and the demand of the people thnt tho conduct of the police shall be lokeil after, the clly fathers
will not have much more time fur summer vacations.

ECHO FROM THE EAST.

It is the custom of the present to think ourselves the
leaders of the world's civilization. Yet Assistant Sur
geon Eakins, of the marine hospital service at Calcutta, in
a report to Surgeon General Myman at Washington says
that a pamphlet has been found In Ceylon showing that
the dlseaseliearlng activities of the 'skeeter were accu
rately known at least thirteen centuries ago.
The pamphlet is written in Sanscrit. A translation
has been sent to the British Medical association. The
unknown author believes that his investigations showed
him that there are sixty-sevevarieties of mosquitoes
and forty of them carry malaria. This voice from the
past roust help to swell the condemnation of the indue
trious insect.
n

Writing of the relation of education to business in the
New Idea Woman's Magazine for September, Esperance
Goodlove, who his made wise observation of the Indus
trial field for women, says: "Take stenographers and sec
retaries, clerkships of various kinds, managerial work In
businesses of a dozen descriptions the well informed
woman gets ahead of the uninformed every time. But
and this circumstance is important the Information that
secures preference for these women Is general, not spe
cial, with the exception of stenographic training, and that
is only one section of a good secretary's equipment. It is
the kind of knowledge picked up from many sources, in
school and out of it. The same brand of Information fits
a person, speaking roughtly of course, quite as well for
the clerkship as for the managerial work, or for the secretaryship. For instance, a knowledge of current events
is quite as important in one as in the other. Acquaintance with the outlines of history, and at least the landmarks in literature, raise the standard of their fortunate
possessor, no matter what her work Is. General Information, more or less, is the need of every woman who intends to earn her own living In this twentieth century."

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1905.

GENERAL BALDWIN
When out lo buy a PIANO call and see our Fine

AND STAFF COMING

assortment
Commander of the Department of the Southwest
to Attend Fair.

The city council should meet tonight, and probably CAVALRY TROOP FROM WINGATE
It Is up to them to look Into the conduct of the poThere are gallons of whitewash, to he had at small
Brigadier General Frank D. Baldprice, but the council had better throw away the brush.
win, comma i iing the department of
the southwest, with headquarters at
Every one who has ever g"ne hunting knows that the Oklahoma City, okbi.. has written
Secretary Slle;s of the territorial
stricken dove flutters.
lair association, to the effect that he
will probably visit Albuquerque durLets go to work for the fair.
ing fair week, accompanied by his
will.
lice.

You are welcome to look, whether
In search of suggestions.

LLARNARD
I
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o. w.

LINDEMANN,

&

THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
EVERYTHING KNOWN IN MUSIC
CATALOGUE FREE. Write for It

iLL'
1

you Intend to buy now or are merely

WM L

ma
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si aff.

General Baldwin is now making' arrangements b'r the sending of a troop
of cavalry from Fort Wingate to the
SECOND EDITION OF THE
fair. In addition to Geneial Baldwin,
Mct'.iskcy, commanding the
General
I
CATECHISM
STATMOOD
JOINT
department of Colorado,
will
also
make the trip to Albuquerque on that
St. John! Herald
date, and will he accompanied hy his
staff.
The coming f,f these prominent
grave
prepare
In
fur
they
Jointure?
the
Where did
army officers will go far towards ad
Phoenix.
ding to the success of the big annual
The executive committee of
And did the antis inter the dead In the yawning wide event.
the fair association will see that the
open grave thus prepared beforehand for it? There was visiting
ofllct rs are properly
no dead to bury. The supposed corpse was very much
alive. But since then, the anils have had to burry their
fondest hopes for single statehood and now swear mightThere are twenty different
ily to remain a territory forever.
When u family Is negotiating the adoption of a kid, cinnamon barks, and they cost
who "has the bulge on" the transaction? The family of from 4 to 55c lb.
This excourse. In Uncle ham s young days, tho kid had most to plains the market, all but one
sny about adoption, as Vncle Sam was anxious to Increase
Schilling's Best is
particular.
the number of his family; but now, since Uncle Sam's
the coarser pieces
with
the
best
family is very large already, the family exercise their
picked-out;
not thrown-away- ;
right to have the most to say about it.

o;
I
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UNDERTAKERS

ro

oh no; they go to some less

Who wants twins? Phoenix and the antis.
What has Phoenix to do with It anyway? As the
'she" of the southwest, Phoenix claims the right to he a
stepmother to us all.
What right has Phoenix to demand twins? The same
right that Topsy had to turn somersets.
Was phoenix named for a bird? Yes: the fabled bird
of Grecian mythology, which aiways remained single
never anything else like It.
Is Phoenix a bird? Yes; the kind that never signs
for company.
.What bird does Phoenix fear to resemble? The dodo,
which has btrome extinct.
What bird does she never mention? Bird of the Oasis.
Why? Because he furnishes his own music and
warbles for the whole territory.
Does Phoenix want to remain single like her namesake? Yes, and yet she wants twins.
How long did it take Oklahoma to learn that is was
Impossible to be twins? A dozen years.
Doob Oklahoma want to be twins now? No.
Do the Oklahomans want Jointure? They do.
Has Jointure some distasteful features to them? It
has. They have to "swallow" all the Illiterate pappooses,
etc., into t'icir statehood.
prohibition
.What else? They gulp down a
clause In their state constitution, Instead of red licker
over the bar.
Anything else? Instead of the thirty million dollars of
school money belonging to Oklahoma going to its schools
alone, these r.ii'.lions will be divided with the people of
Indian Territory.
Why do they do all this? Because they want statehood,
and because they are tired of being "farmed out to a lot
of political
and because they want to vote
for and elect their officers

FAIRVIEW
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handles any old thine.
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LATE TO CLASSIFY

FOR RENT Two large, furnished
rooms for light housekeeping, $10.
Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, east end of
viaduct, same block as Congregational church.
WANTED Woman to assist In house
work; also good dining room girl.
Apply corner of Third street and
Atlaptlc avenue. Myers House.
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NEW BANK

Will not do you any good unless you
have some money to put In It. The
surest way to get money aheaa Is to
buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tin
ware, Crockery, and of course, your
Groceries, at our store. We are the
acknowledged low price store in the
whole city. A few prices will give you
an inkling of our fine goods:
If you pay $3.50 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $3. If you pay $5 for a slioe, come
and look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $4. All plainly marked; one price
to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No
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CD

Call at

No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- - 4
tomatlc 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
155 black.
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BARNETT
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BUILDING

107 South Second St.
THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light

Your money back if you want

If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,
it.
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MtM
The Albuquerque
tniirttttiii
Transfer Co.
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North Second Street.
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MONUMENTS.

particular grinder.
Teamsters' Convention.
Aug. 7. What
Pa.,
Philadelphia.
promises to be the most important con
vention In the history of the International Brotherhoor of Teamsters.
opened In this city today, the sessions
being held In Odd Fellows' hull. As
a result of the failure of the great
strike of the teamsters in Chicago,
there is conslde able dissatisfaction
in the ranks of the organization, and
It is probable that the convention will
fake action tin will cause a general
upheaval annuls the present officers
and leaders nt the brotherhood. Talks
among the delegates Indicate that
this shaking ui may go so far as to
force out President Shea and his associates and the inauguration of a
new regime. The convention will be
in session about ten days.
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Does Uncle Sam want twins? No.
Does his family want twins? No.
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CONDITION.

From the Colorado Springs Telegraph. The Citizen
quotes the following, which has a wondrous similarity to
conditions in Albuquerque:
,
"I am afraid to go to a rooming house these days for
fear I may be mistaken for some person desirous of breaking the law, and have to spend a night in the city jail,"
eald Charles Williams, a Chicago traveling man, at the
Alamo.
"I have been here many times in the past, and It has
always been my custom, when spending any .ei;g:h of
time in Colorado Springs, to go to a respectable rooming
" naming one such, "last
house and I went to the
summer when my wife was with me. When I came this
time, a friend advised me not to go to any rooming house.
because you never could tell when the police would take
It Into their heads to raid it. It must be a goo l thing for
the hotels, hut rather tought on the rooming house keep
era, and on the poor fellow who doesn't care to pay hotel
price for a bed."

EVENING CITIZEN

try ours, any kind Gunpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, at 50c. If
you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee alt our goods. Your
money back if you want It.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
122 N. Second
Auto 'Phone, 592.
All goods delivered.

M. BERGER
COPYRIGHT

114

'FMPPfSS.'

West Copper Ave.

STAGE LINE

"AMBULANCE"

WHOLESALE

Mellni & Eakin

LIQUOR AND CIGAR

Carries the United States mail; only
DEALERS
line with a change of stock enroute; FOR MOVING THE SICK OR INgood rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
JURED.
Exclusive A cents for Yellowstona
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Satand O. P. C. Whiskies. Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
Prompt Service Day or Night.
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, adB. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
distributors of the A lvarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated catalogue ant
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprice list. Automatic Telephone l!W
Salesroom III South First Street,
prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
Colo. Phone, 76
Automatic, 147.

WISE

SOME OTHERWISE

O
Birds That Rarely Sing.
The venerable Susan B. Anthony, at the National Suffrage association convention In Portland, Ore., Insisted on
the value of special education and special training.
"It is useless," she said, "to attempt to reform or to
elevate businesses or customs that we have not thoroughly studied. When, In Ignorance, we try to set' right
and to help the world, we do more harm than good. We
make fools of ourselves.
"Indeed, we are then like a little girl whom I knew
when I was editing the Revolution. The child went with
her teacher one afternoon to visit the country prison. She
became interested In a convict who was knitting stock
ings, and stopped to talk with the man.
" 'Do you find It dull here, sir?" she said.
" 'Indeed I do, miss,' the convict answered.
" 'Still,' said tho child, 'the singing of the birds helps
to relieve the monotony, doesn't it?"
" 'Singing of the birds?" said the convict, in a puzzled

Scale For Discounting Legal Tender Notes

The
If you have an y busine ss of a f inancial
natu re or if you hav e any re ason

of
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to change your Ba nk Acco unt
The Denver & Rio Grande railroad Is pushing the
building of its San Juan county division from Durango
AL BUQUER QUE, NE W MEX1 CO
call or write us.
south rapidly, and its tracks, it is expected, will reach
Artec in about three weeks. That county has prospered
heretofore without direct rail connection, and with this
it will greatly Increase, and that rapidly, in importance,
In wealth and In progress. It is one of the best watered
and most fruitful in all the Hocky mountain regions; it
Capital a nd Surp lus,
contains vast beds of good bituminous coal, and its
voice.
i
are of the very brightest New Mexican."
"'Yes,' said the little girl.
" 'What birds?' asked the man.
The above Is a fac simile of the discount-glasused by the Treasurer of the United States. United States
but Ignorant child with a helpful
"The
notes, fractional currency notes, gold certificates, sliver certificates, and Treasury notes of 18'.'0, are redeemable
The Water Supply company of Albuquerque 'wants it
by
Treasury,
replied:
the
smile
when
and
not
mutilated so that less than three-fifthof the original proportions remains, by
all. The outfit has been very successful In grabbing valu" 'The little Jail birds. They must le a great comfort
the several Assistant Treasurers, at face value. United States notes are redeemable In coin, in sums not less
able franchises heretofore and found it so profitable it
by
$50,
than
the Assistant Treasurers In New York and San Francisco. Treasury notes of IStiO are redeemable In
wants to keep this up. If the present city administration to you.'" Minneapolis Journal.
coin, in sums not less than $50, by the Treasurer and all the Assistant Treasurers. Silver certificates are redeemof the Duke City helps the game, the people a one will be
able In standard silver dollars only, or exchangeable for other silver certificates.
National hauls notes are reto blame. The votes, which elected the present' mayor A Complete Outfit.
deemable hy the Treasurer, but not by the Assistant Treasurers.
United States notes, fractional currency notes,
and city council of that municipality, were given by a
Ceylon
gold
C160.0HO
which has resulted from tho
certificates, silver certificates. Treasury notes (,f ISitO, and National bank no,'3s, when mutilated so that less
That
than three-tilths- ,
majority of the people. New Mexican.
but clearly more than
pearl fishing season just closed constitutes a record of
of the original proportions remains, are redeemable by Treasury
f
only,
at
the face value of the whole note or certificate. Fragments not clearly more than
are
which thoso engaged in the enterprise may well be proud.
not
redeemed, unless accompanied by the evidence required in paragraph 13. Fragments less than three-fifth- s
New York has Introduced the gray squirrel Into her The money Is, for the most part, profit; wages and Cost of
are
redeemed at the face value of the whole note when accompanied by an affidavit of the owner or other persons
great Central park. Here is a hint to Albuquerque. Why plant are Inconsiderable. A little while ago a man on
having knowledge of the facts that the missing portions have been totally destroyed. The affidavit must state the
could not this most graceful of ilttlo animals be domestic his travels round the world stopped for a day to see what
cause and manner of the multllatlon. and must be sworn and subscribed to before an officer qualified to administer
ated In the city park here? Of course it could be done was toward at the fishing ground, and the frelnd who enoaths, who must atfix his official seal thereto, and the character of the affiant must be certified to be good by
tertained him suggested that as a memento of his visit he
such officer or some other having an official seal. Signatures by mark X) must be witnessed by two persons
and would be the first step In a desirable advance
who can write, and who must give their place of res'dence. The Treasurer will exercise such discretion under
has In Its park pool, two magnificent swans, 1m should take home with him a complete outfit of the typicthis regulation as may seem to him needful to protect the United State from fraud Fragments not redeemable
al pearl diver. "Good gracious, how could I ever tug such
ported from Australia.
are rejected and returnd.
a weight about with me?" he said. "Why that will not be
The postofllce department has Just Issued Its monthly prohibitive" said his companion. "Here Is the whole bag
report on rural free delivery routes for August. It shows of tricks," and he tossed a handful across the table. It
tho nostrils and "cots" for
that New Mexico has only three routes; number of ad- consisted merely of a clip forfingers.
Thnt is tho pearl
verse reports, none; number of petitions pending for new the tips of the thumbs and
in.
We are now open for business, with
routes, uone. Delegate Andrews has all necessary blank diver's whole armament. St. James Gazette.
a new and second-hanEverybody
line
furniwelcome
of
to
look
through
petitions and other papers at his office In Albuquerque.
ture, at 114 South Fourth street, in
A Young Philosopher.
our large three-floo- r
repository.
the Gleckler building.
Georgle, aged 5, hail gone Into the pantry agalns. his
In the United States there are about 1S,000,000 milch
IRVAN & HAYCOOD.
cows, and very little of our dairy products are shipped mother's orders and had picked the frosting from the
abroad because the increase In population Is greater In cake baked for dinner. Corraling him In the kitchen, his
proportion than the Increase in dairy products. It Is es- mother spanked hlra. Georgie did not cry. The chastise
If we don't do your
mated that the milk of 400 cows can meet the demands of ment did not even make him mad. Ho took it philoso
phically. When it was over his mother dropped Into a
a small sized dairy.
HA ULING
chair. Georglo stood looking out of a window. There was
we both lose money.
We
John W. Abbott, Prop.
couple
of
a
Georglo
for
deep
silence
minutes.
Then
The northern half of the United States, from St. Paul a
quickest
haul
anything
and
and Minneapolis to the Pacific coast, Is more Interested looked around at his mother and very solemnly said: "It
best service In city. Excavatis
Only th. seat
Just now In the outcome of the railway telegraphers' a nice day, ain't It mudder?" Kansas City Times.
ing a speciality,
one of
strike on the Northern Pacific and Great Northern railAlbuquerque Transfer Co.
Meats, Butter and Eggs
roads than in any other subject that is being carried In Near a Break.
high-grad- e
Auto phone 362 Colo, Blk 155
the news dispatches of the day.
"Really, Deacon," said the Rev. Mr. Goodley, "you'd
f 09 North Second St.
Ceo. M. Baccus, Prop.
better take something for that cold."
AND HARNESS
.
...VEHICLES
y, "I don't
The coming fair should be made the grandest Albu
"Thanks." said Deacon Slye
CO
Subscribe for The Citizen and, get
Querque has ever known. This will require effort, end a care if I er that Is I'd: thinking of taking a little qui
FRUIT8
AND
VEGETABLES,
nine." Philadelphia Ledger.
good deal of It.
FRf.SH EVERY DAY, AT MALOY".
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.
the news.
pros-peel-
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Large new stock just

Furniture
Bargains..

City Market

yours when
Pleasure
you have
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PACK FIVE

TWO STATES OR NONE

Um

Golden Rule Dry Goods Go.

Store Closes 12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Store Close

12:30 to 2:30 during
August.
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Is the statehood sentiment gaining
ground in Arizona? C. O. Jones, of
Oklahoma, who has Just finished ft
week's sojourn In tho southern part
of the sister territory, says that It Is.
He says that the people of Arizona
are coming around to think faiijy on
the statehood question.
Mr. Jones is chairman of the Republican central committee of Okla
homa, and was chairman of the joint
statehood convention which met at
Oklahoma City, July 12. This con
vention was attended by over a taou-- j
sand delegates from Oklahoma and
the Indian Territory, and there was
not a dissenting vote out of the whole
assemblage, when the matter of joint
ure came up. This convention was
attended by the reds and whites
alike. There were two Indians on
the resolutions committee and the red
men took an active part In all the doings of the convention.
"And," said Mr. Jones, "we are with
the southwest territories now and for
all time. There was a time when we
would have pulled out and sought
statehood In our own canoe, but we
now realize that It Is too late for such
a move. There will be no Blngle state
hood granted, not even to Oklahoma,
with all ber advantages. Congress Is
going to admit Just two big states, and
there will be two states or none. Mr.
Rodey will tell you that," and Mr.
Jones turned to Hon. 13. S. Rodey, who
had been advised by wire of his

B
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LACE CURTAINS
which are not alone truly beautiful, but possess quality much superior to that usually sold at these moderate prices. You can
decorate every window without spending much money.

toward Oklahoma City.
Mr. Roder says that Mr. Jones Is
s
of a million dolworth
lars, and Is devoting all of his ener
gles to the mission of Joint statehood.
During the last session of congress
Mr. Jones and fifty other prominent
Washington
Oklahomans were at
working for statehood, and did much
good In furthering
the interests of
the disfranchised territories.

"
"

Bobbinet
Lace

"

SMALL FIRE CAUSED

$1.25

"

Albbcrt Fabcf,

50c

"
"

10.03
15.00

305 Railroad Avenue

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Drain Laying

Mo

IS IT? WELL, WE GUESSI WHEN
IT COMES RIGHT DOWN TO GIVING GENUINE VALUE FOR EVERY
DOLLAR YOU 8PEND FOR PLUMBING, THERE 13 NO ONE AHEAD OP
US. IF YOU WANT TO BE IN THE
ENDURING
8WIM, GET GOOD,
WORK AND SAVE MONEY, WE
ARE THE PEOPLE TO SEE.

fj

L. Bell Co.
J.
122 WEST SILVER AVENUE
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.

cxxzxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrrxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxx
n

The Colorado Telephone Company.

BY A LIVE WIRE
DEPARTMENT MADE A RUN TO
STRONG RESIDENCE LAST EVEN
ELEC
FIERCE
DURING
ING
TRICAL STORM.
About 8:30 o'clock last night the fire
department was called to the rest
dence of Harry Strong, 724 South Third
street, to extinguish a small blaze
caused by a live wire becoming short
circuited on a gas pipe. The blaze
was quickly extinguished with chem
icals and the damage was very slight,
After fhe first alarm was telephoned
to the fire station and the wagon had
responded, another alarm was turned
In and "Don" and "Dan," the old fire
team, attached to the auxiliary wagon,
responded. There was a fierce electrical storm in progress at the time
of the fire, and "Don" does not like
lightning.
When Driver Mooney reached Railroad avenue and started to make the
turn west, an unusually vivid flash of
lightning cause SMm Hon" to make a
lunge to one side, with, yno result that
the wagon came in contact with a telephone pole directly In front fot the
White Elephant.
The force of the collision tlirew
Mooney and Fireman George Bassett
oft the wagon, but fortunately neither
was seriously hurt, although It Is a
wonder that both were not killed. The
horses were not hurt. It was through
no fault of the driver that the accident occurred.

,

Pair

60c to $ 2.00

Curtains from

Muslin

three-quarter-

CONQUEST

Portland, Ore., Aug. 7. Did you
ever hear of Coos? If not, you need
only to come to Portland these days,
and you will hear much of It. Coos
Closing quotations Received by Levy Is a county on the coast of Oregon.
li.os., Correspondents for Logan
It Is the cnly county that ever erected
& Bryau. Harnett Building.
a separate uilding at any exposition.
That Is one claim to distinction, and a
83Ts
Amalgamated Copper
IS AN OLD SAYING, MEANnotable one, but Coose county has
144
American Sugar
others. Leaving aside ail expositional
ING THAT YOU GET THE
87
Atchison, common
exploitation, Coos Is entitled to a hear
102
Atchison, ptd
EXACT EQUIVALENT
114 Ts ing because of some extraordinary
Baltimore & Ohio
conditions which have been met and
70
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
overcome by her enterprising citizens,
46
&
Iron
Colorado
Fuel
For what you give. If you will get our estimate on your electrical
Colorado Southern, common.... 294 and aiBo because of the fact that withto
secure a double
in her borders there Is something new
work, we will give you ample opportunity
Chicago, Great Western; common 20
under the sun.
.
65
DUTCH TREAT.
C. & 0
"We are out of the world," said a
Kiie, common
484 Coos
PURPOSE CARRIED IN
MOTORS AND DYNAMOS FOR EVERY
county man. In the new town of
85
Erie,
first
STOCK.
147 Vi North Rend, on Coos bay .when there
Louisville & Nashville
was talk of holding a Lewis and Clerk
100
Missouri Pacific
Let us supply you with fans before the hot weather begins.
centennial celebration at Portland.
Metropolitan
128
Fixtures and House Wiring a specialty.
"Here's a chance to get into the
Mexican Central
234
PUMPING PLANTS OF ALL SIZES FOR IMMEDIATE
world," said another. "Let's go up to
New York Central
149
.'
86 Vs Portland and show them. Some folks
Norfolk
have laughed at Coos a little, because
Heading, common
Iu7
Pennsylvania; . ,
143V4 its name sounds funny. .Now Is our
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
opportunity to prove to the world that
31
Rock Island, common
Republic Iron & Steel company.. 22M we are In and of It, and Uiat Coos
South
Southwestern Electric & Construction Co., 216
county Is a kingdom in herself'
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
87
Second St.
County and Individual appropria
65
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
tlons, of cash and building material
181
of architectural talent and Industrial
35
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron
90
skill, swelled the working capital of
Pacific
34Vs Coos county for exposition purposes to
Dental Prices Reduced Texas
Union Pacific, common
131
about $25,000, which exceeds the ap
I have reduced
U. S. S., common
prices in all dental
36
propriations of some of the large
U. S. S., pfd
103
work. Full upper or lower sets of
states, and yet Coos Is on,y a county
(Extra dividend of 1 per cent.) In Oregon, far from the beaten track.
teeth from $8 up, according to quality.
Wabash, common
19
Gold filling from $2 up. Amalgam
ine result or this enthusiasm is
Wisconsin Central, common .... 24
thoroughly handsome building at the
and all other fillings, from $1 up.
Wisconsin Cential, pfd
54
Portland fair, adjoining the Oregon
Gold crowns and bridge work at greatO. & XV
5314 state building.
ly reduced prices. Appointments made
Rut the Coos county
American Smelter
by mail. Dr. D. C. Labbe, of Chicago,
127's structure la much more costly than
tho Oregon building. It is worth about
.
ssi am.
r
rial will assist.
Kansas City Live Stock.
.
20,0110 as it stands, for It is built
W. N. MACBETH
Cattle-Rece- ipts,
City,
Mo.,
Kansas
Aug.
7.
building.
together of Coos county woods, in
Rooms 24 and 25 Barnett
17.0U0;
a
steady,
market
to
side and out, and each separate piece
Oldest established dentist in the
shade
lower.
Native
steers,
$4&5.t0; or wood was
and polished and
territory.
southern steers, $2.754.50; southern veneereu untilworked
it looks more like an
cows, $2! 3.50; native cows and heif- enormous precious
geni than a piece
ers, $2 5.23; Mockers and feeders, 01 umuer.
$2.754.40; bulls, $2 3.50; calves,
Ihe Coos county building Is the
3.50(&6;
western steers, $3.255; bright particular gem of the Lewis
REDUCED PRICES
western cows, $24.
and Claik exposition, so far as nicety
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
Sheep Receipts, 5,000; market was 01 worKmanslilp goes, even
when yon
Fillings,
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
strong;
muttons,
4.25B5;
lambs,
uo not consider the remarkable loca
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with$."j.5 4i 6.50 ; range wethers, $4.25Q5;
non or too county with reference to
out pain, 60c. Ail guaranteed.
ted ewes, $3.75(.4.40.
the rest of the world the world of
vessels and locomotives. It Is 1
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Aug. 7. Cattle Receipts, miles from North llend, the metropo
18.000; market strong to 10c higher; lis of Coos, to the nearest railroad
lino
Coos has absolutely no rail
good to prime
$.'.&iii& 5.9;
steers,
with tho outside
poor to medium, $4.254.90; stockers road connection
world.
To get there from Portlaud,
and feeders, $2.90ffi 4.25; cows, $2.75 you
must take an ocean going vessel,
fi4.r,0; belters,
$3. 2o(5;
canners,
down
the Willamette and the
B. F. COPP, D. D. s.
$ 1.75 si 2.75;
bulls, $2.254; calves, sail
Columbia, and skim along the coast,
$3.Wifft5.70.
Boom '(, i. T. Armio Hldg.
Sheep Receipts, 25,000; marketwas entering the county through Coos buy,
Pacific ocean, or, if you presteady to strung;
lambs, 10 to 15c froma the
No risk is taken when you plact
land trip, you may stao It to
lower; good to choice wetiiers, $1.4U!(j fer
Myrtle
Point, sixty five miles, over
your order for drugs or family medi4.9n; native lambs, $4.CUj 7.25.
the coast range of mountains wild
cines with us. We fill every prescrip11.
pict
and
esime enoiu'li to suit
Provisions.
tion in a careful, accurate way and
and truly a route through tile
Chicago, Aug. ".Closing prices;
guarantee the quality. Ask your doctall tlmUr. and from .lrtle Point on
Wheat Aug., S2-- ;
Sept., 83'i.
Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 2Q3't
to North Hend you may ride on one
tor.
Corn Sept., 53; Dec., 45'i.
floor.
Ave.,
ground
Gold
West
of the trains that, run on a dinky lit-- i
Oats Aug., 26U; Sept., 20'i.
CO.,
. O'RIELLY
tie coal and timber railroad.
Pork Sept., $13.80; (Jet., $13X0.
Get our prices before you buy. We
I.nrd Sept., $7.55; Oct., $7.62 'i.
have for a short time a few good
DRUGGISTS.
Ribs Sept., $S.20; Oct., $s.l7'a.
brick and frame houses and choice
MAY DRIVE SETTLERS
Free delivery in the city. Mall oro vacant lota, on easy terms,
Closing Stock Quotations.
ers tent out the tame day they are
PRICES.
AT
New York, Aug.
Closing prices;
FROM THEIR HOMES
Have vacant lot on the Highlands Atchison, 877; pfd.,7. lOL'f-;;
x. y. c.,
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1 149; Pennsylvania,
H3'; S. P., 65 ; GOVERNMENT COVETS UNSUR-VEYEper week. This is a good Investment P. P., 131';; pfd., !!);
U. S. S., 30a;
and will double in price in a short U.
LAND NEAR FORT STANS. S., extra dividend, 104.
time. We have renters for all classes
TON SQUATTERS MUST MOVE.
DHALKR IN
of buildings, but very few to rent. It
Money Market.
will pay you to list your property
New York, Aug. 7. Money on call,
The government has d. cided to Inwith us. All business entrusted with easy; highest, 2'i per cent; lowest,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, art us will receive prompt attention.
per cent; piime mercantile paper, crease the area of tho Fort Stanton
All Kinds of Fresh Meat
reservation In Lincoln comity by addH.'l'a Icr cent. liar Silver,
ing a large block of land which lies
No. 100 North Broadway.
Colic and Diarrhoea A Remedy That
on the north side and as a result at
St. Louis Wool.
Is Prompt and Pleasant.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 1. Wool mar- least four families will find themselThe prompt rcmilts producrd by ChamCorner Washington ATeuu.
berlain a Colic, Cholera and Ulan-huket, steady; territory and western me- ves homeless. The order came to UniAlbuquerque,
tOKetlu-Uh
Its
New Metie
turn,', have won for it a place In many diums, 'S(fi .'Mc; flue mediums, 22lp ted States Marshal C. M. Foraker's
hiuixt hulrls. llr. W. T. Taylor, a mer- We; tine, ICQ 18c.
office some time ago to have the peochant of Winslow, Ala., writes: "I have
ple living on the coveted land appear
us. d Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera anil AGED COMPOSER IS
In court and show why they should
myself and also with
llarrhoe
KILLED Y AUTOMOBILE not move their homes.
men on my place, for diarrhoea and
colic and It always gives relief promptly
The land which the government proNew York, Aug. 7. Anthony Iteiff,
and pleasantly." for aale by all dealers.
poses to add to the Fort Stanton resconiHisi r, 7u years old, was run down
Pound Sale.
and fatal y hurt last night in Harlem ervation is unsurvcyed and has been
One bay, xny mare, branded on by an automobile which careened upon open land since time eternal, and of
both shoulders, will bo sold at auc- the sidewalk as It turned a corner. course the best of It was settled upon.
Boating Horses a Specialty tion
One family has lived upon one claim
at the city building Thursday The automobllist was arrested but as
morning, ut 10 o'clock.
no one madj complant he was set at for thirty years, another for twenty-onyears, and two others have lived
THOMAS M'MIU.IN,
PUBLIC AUCTION.
liberty.
on claims for about eight years each.
City Marshal.
A llitla forethought may aave you no All the settled
property Is well ImOn August 15 there will be sold at
They Appeal to Our Sympathies.
prd of trouble. Any one who makta It a proved and Is all that tlie3e people can
public auction at the Santa Fe railway
The billloua and dysprptlo and constant rule to keep Chamberlain's Colic, Chol-er- .i
and l'Ltrrhoe liemedy at hand kriowa call home.
company ware house In this city, the gnfferere and appeal to our rvmpathlt-a- .
United Stafps Marshal Foraker carla not on of them, however, who this to be a fact, l'ur aale by all
goods now in said ware house, con' There
muy not be brought back to health and
ried out his Instructions by dispatchsigned to J. B. Welsh, viz.: One case happln.ua by tha use of Charoberialn
WLey to these
of wine, 1 case of whiskey, X case of Btomach and Liver Tablet. Theae tab-l- a
IT IS EASY TO MAKE GOOD ing Deputy J. M. summoning
trespassers
tbem to
ta Invigorate tha atomach and liver an. BREAD
sundries, 1 phonograph.
WITH
CLUB
HOU8C
atrengthoa tha digemlon. They alao reg- FLOUR.
appear before the courts. Mr. Wiley
H. S. LUTZ. Agent
ulate the bowela. For sal by all
returned to the city this morning.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
IVES, THE FLORIST.
the oews.
Citizen ads bring results.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlsen.
IT0CK
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US'

Your rooms at great expense le easy,
but to do It at small cost la generally
difficult.
We are offering now, some thing that will delight you and all who
see It. Here la an assortment of

Mr. Jones and Mr. Rodey breakfast
ed together at the Alvarado this morn
lng and then Mr. Jones returned to
train No. 2, and continued his Journey

KINGDOM OF COOS

To

Room 13, N. T. Artnijo Building.;

you realize that you can get
MODERN Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.

f

Do

'The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

aniiiriiTii:TnmiinmiiimimiiHHHHH
Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
our laundry

We give on

durable it is.

I

.

-

work?

Try

it and sea how
finish.

Notice how long it keeps its

as snow

We turn out linen,cwhite
specks or wrinkle?.

and free from all

Co.
ndty
ImperialREDLaw
WAGONS"

AT THE CASINO

The story of "The Slave of Duty,"
which Is running at the Casino this
to
week, is simple, yet Interesting
the least. Frederick, the leading
apprenwas
boy,
a
character, when
ticed by mistake to a pirate instead of
a pilot. Accidentally ho finds that lie
was born In a leap-yeaand that he
birth- would not reach his twenty-firs- t
lav until ho was 84 years old. He
'eels that he Is yoked to his contract
by a sense of lionor. There Is a
rocky seashore, a ruined chapel,
bathed in mwnllght and two young
lovers, Mabel and Frederick. He Is
lain to break the bonds which hold
him because of his love for Mable.
Tho apprentice finds liberty, however, in the capture of the pirate's
band, and this scene and the union
of the lners go to make up the grand
finale of a very pretty romance, in
song and dialogue.
It is one oi (Jilbcrt &. Sullivan's
greatest efforts, musically, and Mr.
Wade bas that It Is really the best
that has been put on at the Casino.
It is sailing under a nom de plume,
but it is liglit, airy and interesting, to
say the least, and will doubtless be
well leceived.
The whole of the
Wade Stock company appear In the
cast. A large crowd visited the Casino last night, in spite of tho rain.
A Voice From Behind the Scenes.
"HiVt those people no sense of respect ior our feelings. Just see them
stampede lor that door and tho cars,
and lu re we are straining our lungs
to please," panted the little
tryli
gl.l with the sweet voice, and real
tears shone In her eyes.
"Why didn't you ring that curtain
down?" came with more vehemence,
as she gained courage. "What's the
use of singing tho grand finale of the
people clout want to hear It?" and
after elevating a haughty chin to an
incline too steep for au electric car,
a duet of French heels made a noisy
exit irom behind the scenes.

G.
J.NATIVE

BA LDR1DGE
A ND

CHIC A CO L UMBER

BUILDING PAPER
SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
PA INT - - Cover more,
In stock. Plaster,
long-etwear
look best,
Lime, Cement, Paint,
most economical,
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
full measure.
amo
ALBUQUXRQUK, N. M.
coal avk.
riftsr TRKmr
Al-w- ay

.

OUR

YARD

COAL

Is chock full of coal that will gladdeq
your heart and warm your bona
Kill your bins tor
when its cold.
next winter now and avoid the rush.
LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
beating coal. All sizes of bard coal
WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Oreem
Mill wood, $200 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Colo. Phone, 45,
Auto Phone. 416.

HOLLENBECK

A

C. BILICKE

HOTEL
JNO. 5. MITCH UL

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CENTRAL

LOCATION.

on the
New Mexicans and Arlzonl ana spending the summer
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlor and Gentle'
there. Information and
men' waiting room. Meet your friend
writing material free. Ladle. and children welcome.
excursion
and
All Depot car stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
beach car pas the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

BREAD FAMINE RAGING
AMONG NEW YORK JEWS
New York, Aug. 7. With thousands
of Hebrews without bread on the east,
owIiik to the strike of the "kosher,"
Journeyman bakers, much trouMe is
expected by the police In the district
affected. Reserves patrolled all night
to preserve order. Kfforts will be

made today by the Journeymen to
brini? about a real bread famine. The
strikers are determined to remain out
of employment until the eight hour
wor.lday is granted.
See window

Dags, etc.,

display

of

at The Economist.

Trunks,

to the Dogs'
"Throw Physic
SHAKESPEARE,
WHICH SHOWS

SHOUTED THE IMMORTAL

HE HAD A DRAMATIC HATRED FOR DOGS, OR
CONCLUSIVELY
ELSE HE HAD BEEN TAKING SOME HIGHLY LAUDED FAKE
PATENT MEDICINE, FROM WHICH HE HAD DERIVED NO BENEFIT. IN DEFENSE OF THE MEDICINE BUSINESS WHICH WE
MR.
TO ANNOUNCE THAT
OWN AND MANAGE, WE WISH
SHAKESPEARE WAS NOT TRADING WITH US AT THE TIME
THE ABOVE REMARK WAS MADE.

e.

Ha BR1GGS &
PHARMACY
PROPS. ALVARADO

BOTH PHONC

CO.,

lnmrttKKT and

GOLD AVK.

KVKNING CITIZEN.

ALMUQUEItQUK

'AGE SIX

Of White and Colored Wash Goods,

j

XjjgjS

f

aBe

s

Price

In

on every Trunk, Bag, or Suit Case

!BM51t
Cerrr

FOR

THE

OF 20

PER CENT
tljHUt.- -

We will also print your name

purchased here this week.

Uf

FREE

one-thir-

their capacity. Our trunks are built for service and hard wear, first of all
Our1 trunks don't oblect to crowding their
last things.
.
n
nnnH looks with strenath. too. And they're roomy always ready for the
Hin.H
w
put
or several Journeys. For
AnH 'tie the same with our Bags and Suit Cases they're made to withstand t .e wear and tear of a long journey,
reliabl Trunk, Bag or Suit Case, you must patronize The Economist. REMEMBER THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER.
good nature Is limited only by

of buying a good Leather Bag for
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
that would cost elsewhere from four to fourty-five- .
Made of the very best Grain Leather heavy leather covered
sliding brass lock patent spring side catches English
lined inside pocket.
$4.00 Leather Bags at
$4.25 Leather Bags at
3
$4.50 Leather Bags at
$5.00 Leather Bags at
$4 80
$6 Leather Bags at
4
$6.50 Leather Bags at
$7 Leather Bags at
SO
$7.50 Leather Bags at
6-$8 Leather Bags at
$8.50 Leather Bags at
6 80
$10 Leather Bags at
$S
$11 Leather Bags at
$15 Leather Bags at
812
$17.50 Leather Bags at
$14
$29 Leather Bags at
$20

ff
at that, that we're
$t).Ll
this week for
canvas. Japanned Steel Trimmings Heavy Leather
Covered with
Straps Strong Lock and Catches H ardwood Sails Deep Tray with covered Hat Box. The best trunk you ever saw for the price.
$7.50 Trunks, this week
$6
$10.00 Trunks, this week
$3
$10.50 Trunks, this week
$11.50 Trunks, this week
9-6$12.00 Trunks, this week
$13.50 Trunks, this week
10 80
$15.00 Trunks, this week
$12
$17.50 Trunks, this week
$14
15-6$19.50 Trunks, this week
v
$20.00 Trunks, this week
$1G
$25.00 Trunks, this week
20
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.

ONE worth $6.50, and cheap

j?,,

Published Daily and Weekly.
By The Citizen Publishing Company.
Entered at poetofflce for transmission through the malls as second class

matter.
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AUTO 'PHONE 451

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

50c
A

Full Set of Teeth

Examination Free

sa.oo

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY.

Copp

Dispatches.

fcarseat City and County Circulation.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation.
Mrs-ea- t
Northern Arizona Circulation.

Tlx
S6.00

TERMS UP SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily by mall, 1 year In advance $1.00
60
Daily by mail, one month
60
Dally by carrier, one month
20
Daily by carrier, one week
2.00
Weekly by mall, one year
The Evening Citizen will be delivered in the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for 60 cent per
month where paid monthly.
Rates for Advertising can be bad on
application.
Subscribers will confer a favor by
ttotiflylng us immediately of any nondelivery of the paper.

for

and
side of the head. Just back of the

tem-

letters and remittances should ple. The bullet glanced, and only
be addressed to The Citizen Publish-in- ; plowed a small furrow through the

Company. Drafts, checks and post,
oliiee and express money orders must
be made payable to the order oi tht
company.
OUR TELEPHONES:
Bell. IS.
Automatic, 183.

ELKS PLAN BIG DAY
AT PORTLAND

FAIR

16
WILL CELEBRATE AUGUST
WITH PARADE AND SOCIAL SES
SION TRAIN LOADS WILL AT
TEND FROM COAST POINTS.

Portland, Ore., Aug. 7. Elks of
high and low degree will assemble by
the thousands in Portland on Wednesday, August 16, which has been designated as Elks' day at the Lewis and
Clark Exposition. The gathering promises to be the biggest herding together
of the tribe ever accomplished in the
northwest, and local Elks are making
elaborate preparations for the reception of the visltois.
Special trains will bring large delegations from Seattle, Tacoma, liel- liugham, Han PrancUco, Los Angeles,
San Jose, Sacramento, llutte, Helena,
Missoula, Great Falls, Salt Lake City,
Ogden, Denver, Colorado Springs and
many other points.
A big parade and probably the lar
gest social session ever held In the
northwest aie planned as features of
the day's celebration. Other details
are not yet completed, but a commit
tee headed by Major Charles E. Mi"
iHmnell, of the Lewis and Clark cen
tenuial Ktiard. exalted ruler of the
in
local herd, has the arrangements
charge
i'he committee has prepared
a poster telling of the coming celebi
tion, which declares tnat tlie wh,
both tame and wild, will bo protected
to the limit, and they will be permitted to roam at will lu the gra-sspastures of the peninsula or on the
rocky heights of the mainland.

Gold

22-Kar- at

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

Crown

Dr. Wolfe, of Kansae City, will be
In assistance.
An
additional chair
will be added to the office.

SI.OO

BIDS WANTED

All

skin. Betts took a second shot, which
passed through the fleshy part of
Betts' arm between the elbow and
shoulder, inflicting a very painful, but
not dangerous flesh wound.
It is generally believed that this attack was preliminary to a well laid
plan to hold up the place and those
In it. Several parties are believed to
be implicated In the plot
Night Marshal Snyder subsequently
arrested Betts on the east side, and
while bringing him over to Jail, was
stopped by Leandro Martinez and a
negress, disarmed, and the prisoner
permitted to escape. Martinez was
armed with a Winchester and a revolver. Later, Officer Snyder secured
help, and arrested both Martinez and
Betts, who now languish In jail await
ing a preliminary hearing.
Touching Story
Is the savins' from death of the bnby airl
of Geo. A. Eyler, Cumberland, Md. Ha
writes: "At the a Re of 11 months our
little girl was In declining- health,
serious throat trouble, and two physicians gave her up. We were almost in
dcapalr, when we resolved to try Dr.
Kings New Discovery for Consumption,
Coughs and Colds. The first bottle gave
relief; after taking four bottles she was
cured and Is now In perfect health."
Never falls to relieve and cure a rough
or cold. At all dealers; Uic and $1. Guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
A

BARNUM CIRCUS HEADED
TOWARD

ALBUQUERQUE

MERCHANT

Concessions and privileges on fair
grounds and on the streets In the city
of Albuquerque, during the twenty-fift- h
territorial fair, to be held at Albuquerque, N. M., September 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, and 23, 1905:
Peanuts and popcorn, bar, spar Jewelry, novelties, score cards and programs, candy, soft drinks, cushions,
sandwiches and lunches, canes, novel
ties,
burnt leather
goods, cane
whip rack, button
emblems, shooting gallery, doll rack,
pool
selling, knife rack, sovenlr
badges. Jewelry spindle, etc.
Bids to be opened at 12 o'clock,
noon, August 25, the association re
serving the right to reject such bids
as they desire. Address, D. K. B.
Sellers, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M.
merry-gp-roun-

a-- 1

Upward

Fillings

for

ROOM 12 N. T. ARMIJO BU1LDINO

TAILOR

HAS OPENED
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST
ROAD AVENUE.

O. BAMBINI

BUSIRAIL-

I bare opened a mercnant taKortaa
establishment upstairs over No. 201
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage of the general public
Suits mads to order. Clothes cleaned,
pressed and repaired. The specific 1
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladles'
garments also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed. Have bad 16 years' experience
In this city. Give me a trial.

TWENTY FIFTH NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR

September is,

The Silver City board of aldermen
at its last meeting granted at franchise for electric lighting purposes
to George T. Schmelzel and associates, for a term of fifty years. Ac
cording to the terms of the franchise
work must start on the plant within
ninety days and it must lie in opera
tion within six months.

Dangerous and Uncertain.
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and
scalp diseases, DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve has no equal. It is a certain
cure for blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding piles. It will draw the fire
out of a burn and heal without leaving
a scar. Bolls, old sores, carbuncles,
The Only Way.
etc., are quickly cured by the use of
There is no way to maintain the
the genulue DeWitt's Witch Hazel health
and strength of mind and body
Saive. Accept no substitute as they
by nourishment.
There is no
are often dangerous and uncertain. except
way to nourish except through the
Sold by all druggists.
stomach. The stomach must be kept
Last Thursday Mrs. Ben Irvln died healthy, pure and sweet or the
suddenly of heart trouble at Alamo-gord- strength will let down and disease
She was walking about the will set up. No appetite, 'loss of
yard when the death stroke came, and strength, nervousness, headache, constipation, bad breath, sour risings,
she Hank to the ground and died
The family came to Alamo-gord- rifting, indigestion, dyspepsia and all
stomach troubles that are curable are
from Hondo, Lincoln county.
quickly cured by the use of Kodol
IT IS EASY TO MAKE GOOD Dyepepsla Cure. Kodol digests what
BREAD
WITH
CLUB
HOUSt you eat and strengthens the whole
FLOUR.
digestive apparatus.

ALBUQUERQUE
19.

2o, 21, 22, 23

$7,500

In Purses and Prizes

Horse Racing, Broncho Busting, Indian Dances and Sports
WONDERFUL TROTTING OSTRICH

O. BAMBINI.

Barnum & Bailey's mammoth circus
headed toward Albuquerque, and the
heart of the small boy Is filled with
Jov. According to the press a;etit
of the circus, the schedule of the wtst- ern trip Is ananged so as to take in
Albuquerque and El Paso. The show
lias leil. iansHs ln aim win soon
appear in Denver. From there it will
probably make the Jump to Albuquerque, thence to El Paso, on its way to NOW
IS
t lie pacific coast, where It will winter
tills year.
There has been no exact date set
In
this Nature Helps Mi-o-for tlie show's appearance
SERIOUS SHOOTING SCRAPE
Cure Stomach Troubles in Short Order
city, but It is quite likely that it will
TAKES PLACE AT RATON be along the latter pait of the mouth
TllH Klimmor tiwxitVw a a tl.n l.L)at i
...UK VinuJaohna ln.lt.
If
or the first of September There Is no
gest ion, flatulency, specks before the
e
,ri,atm,,..
oneKtion but what the c reus would
tVrmentation, heait burn dizzi- About 11:3U o'clock Thursday night .I;mu' a
fmwil. as It is and cure of stomach troubles. The
negro and a t'lierokee Ina
greatest organization of Its kind outdoor life, with natural exercises, a n,.',u nil' feeling of despondency of
dian, named Charles Betts, a recent the
touring the world today.
tlie t r ti it and berries which aie so weakuefs, it shows clearly that the
arrival from the Indian Territory, atfreely eai n, all help to restore stomach is not dluesting the food as
tempted to assassinate Ira Duikworth
you
may
no
save
A little forethought
It should
while the latter was at work at tlie ci'il of trnuhle. Any one who makes It a heiUiiiy act iun to the digestive
CholJust one little tablet out of a 50
folic.
rule to keep f'humherlaln'a
Palace taloon, says tlie Kaiou
Now when nature will aid Mi
era and Diurrhot- - Kcmedy ut hand knows
box of
for a few days,
cent
ihul-e1 or
i In
In
uli by ail
curing ind:t;e.iion and giving and all tl.is w ill be changed for the
into the saloon. lh a. to bo a fact.
Belts sneaked
htreliKth to the stomach and whole lictttr. and
health restored. Ask
quietly pushed aside the swing doois,
dlgesiive sjtem, i the hr.st time to .1. H. O'Hit !ly Ai Co. to show you the
IVES, THE FLORIST.
took dellbeiate aim at Duckworth and
use this remarkable remedy.
guarantee.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
f.iid the shot hitting him on the loft
Is

A

Pv.LV

Buffalo extra deep very
Made of Grained Rubber cloth Imitation
heavy leather corners with large rivets brassed lock and bolts leather
knob handle cloth lined shirt fold size 24 inches.
$5.50 Leather Suit Case
4 40
$6.00 Leather Suit Case
480
$6.50 Leather Suit Case
5.20
$7.00 Leather Suit Case
$7.50 Leather Suit Case
$ft
$9.00 Leather Suit Case
7.20
Case
$10 Leather Suit
$8
.C0
$12 Leather Suit Case
$12.50 Leather Suit Case
$10
$13.50 Leather Suit Case
1O 80
$15 Leather Suit Case
$12
$17.50 Leather Suit Case
$14
$20 Leather Suit Case
$1()
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.
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dollars.

frame-la- rge
handle-lea- ther
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A N INTERESTING offer will prove this Dress Suit Case for
Nowhere else could you buy such a ease for less than five

d3 AA
tJHJ.Vw

3-2-

8-4-

d

SOLID SUITCASES

STRONG DAGS

STOUT TRUNKS

Qoods

In this land of sunshine you have
fully three more months before you
In which to wear wash dresses, and
at the prices we are selling our wash
goods, you cannot afford to overlook
these offerings. We want to sell every yard of wash goods In the store.
There are thousands of remnants;
consisting
of
Voiles,
Ginghams,
Lawns, Swisses, Linens, etc., and every one is marked at about
of the original price:
20c Lawns at, per yard
5
25c Voll at, per yard
10
35c Silk Moussellnes, per yard..!5
50c. Silk Crepes, per yard
19
75c. Zephyrs
19

..
Trunk. Bag or Suit Case that you may select.
to locate the trunk manufacturer whose wares appealed to us sufficiently to In
J7h .i to the oualltv of our Trunks: It took us quite a while we
t .cVu
handle the 8TOUTEST, STRONGEST, BEST LOOKING Trunks In the land
to olve him a "show." And now we're quite positive that

frlced from 92 to S4.SO

Associated 'Press, Afternoon

Former Prices

advice of our friends

our big, bright store, we've taken the

DEPARTMENT

GOODS

DISCOUNT

A

i

White, Champagne, and Light Grey
Felt Hats, daintily trimmed In Persian bands have just made their appearance. Very attractive, these hats,
and very desirable for outing, horseback, etc.

UNION

amid!

which will prove of great benefit to Albuquerqueans, for our aim shall always be to give THE BEST GOODS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN
MONEY. To celebrate the event of inaugurating this new department, we shall allow

NEW FELT HATS

EVENING CITIZEN

1- -2

line of
Tls the Traveling Goods department. There Is great demand for a first-clas- s
Is now in a position to supply this demand. Every little while the patrons of this popular
of the buying public would request us to put in a 4ine of Traveling Goods, saying it was difficult to obtain In

TRAVELING

Plain English, Is It notT All our
summer hats, and they're all of the
very latest, at exactly half of former
prices. Hats for Women, Misses and
Children.

HERE'S

Sjg

TpiMfivlltSv

etore ,ncj that means seven-tenthAlbuquerque the right goods at the right prices.
So, then, as we have the Interest of the public at heart, and have ample room
and Installed this

It'a a duty you owe to yourself.
You should not fall to Investigate
this unusual offer, namely:
1- -2

Of Silk and Dress Goodi, marked
down to

has been added to this store.
ANOTHER department
Bags and Suit Cases, and The Economist

Final Clearance of Millinery
Summer Hate at

Remnants

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

Former Prices

1- -3

ECOMOMIST

Th

Remnants

$$P&v
Ml 2 t3

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1905.

GRAND

GRAND

STREET

STREET

L

PARADE

PARADE

o

THE

y

TIME

TO

j

halt-bree-

r-

a

j

a

GET

WELL

in 2:30 or
Hitched! to a road wagon. Will go two heats every day
Cavalry
Dn.is.
U.
S
Show.
Stock
Live
better, paced by a horse. Grand
Exhibit.
Montezuma Ball. Fleece Exhibit. Fruit

BASE PALL TqUrMAMENT
$1500 in Purses. Open to New Mexico, Arizona, Trinidad, Colo, and
El Paso, Texas, Teams.

FIRST ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Expert riding and driving by Ladies' and Gentlemen on track in front
of Grand Stand.

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

W. H. GREER, President

D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary

ALBUQUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1905.

CONCESSIONS EXPECTED BY THE TEUTONS ARE A BAR TO DEPREFERENTIALS AGAINST
SIRED COMMERCIAL RELATIONS
TO
IMPOSSIBLE
GREAT BRITAIN AND CUBA CONSIDERED
SENATE WILL NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO RATIFY.
GRANT

SIGHT

IF

BASE BALL
SATURDAY'S GAMES,

Rut Germany cannot compete with
Cuba against the 20 per cent handicap. Consequently, the amount of
beet sugar coming from Germany to
the United1 States dropped from $11,- ono.oon worth a year to $50,000 last
year. In a word. Germany lost her
best customer for her principal article
of export. Now she Is looking for a
chance to pry open our market again.
The United States raises but a
small percent of the amount required
for home consumption: but the beet
sugar Industry Is steadily gi owing.
There Is some sentiment In the United States against exposing the new
"infant" Industry to competition with
the very sturdy Industry of Germany.
All of these matters are likely to
be discussed, more or less, at the
reciprocity convention, which Is to
meet In Chicago on August 15.
It Is the feeling here now triat the
recipioclty convention at Chicago will
not accomplish much toward securing
reciprocity. The failure of the Btate
department to negotiate a treaty will
In Itself be a rather serious setback.
This still leaves the prospect that
on and after March, 190(1, the $216,000,-00- 0
German market will be practically
closed to our trade.
But there Is one force which may
relieve the situation.
The German
people themselves need the Ararlcan
The elimination
food products.
of
American competition In their market
will be followed Immediately by a
great Use In the cost of living. Their
meat, bread and all nVcessitles of life
will become much more expensive,
and the German people themselves
will be apt to be the loudest complaln-er- .

Sppclal Co.respjndence to The Evening Citizen.
Washington,
D. C. Aug. 7. In
the matter of reciprocity with Germany the latest development Is that
there will he no new treaty with that
country for our senate to ratify.
This Is the Inside Information on
the subject and Is directly opxsed to
a recent report which found wide publicity.
Freiherr Speck von Sternberg. German ambassador to the United States,
recently called on President Koose-vel- t
at Oyster Hay and had a long talk
about commercial relations. It is to
be noted that no hint has come from
Oyster Bay as to the prospect of a

treaty.

The stumbling block Is the attitude
of Germany. So far as Germany has
It
demands concessions
Indicated.
which the United Stages cannot, in
the very nninre of the ca.e, giant.
One Is a general preferential against
Great Britain and the otlur Is a preferential as anainst Cuba, on sugar.
Great ltitain is the best customer
we have. What U more. It Is not a
tariff country, and our goods enter Its
markets utterly without restrictions.
On the other hand. English goods coming Into the United States to pay
the same duty that any foreign goods
pay.
Is
As to sugar, the United States
committed to the policy of giving the
little foster republic of Cuba a preferential of 20 per cent. This policy
was adopted after the matter had been
widely discussed and the people had
left no loom for doubt aa to what
they thought about it.
IMPORT

FROM

SOUTH AFRICA

Aubry Gist, of Carlsbad, received by
express, last week, two fine, highly
bred Angora goats, which he took
to his ranch In the mountains, west
of that town. One of them was a large,
handsome buck,, which was imported
from South Africa by G. A. Harle, of
Georgia.
Clarksvllle,
His special
points are that he is free from kemp
and Is coated with an exceptionally
fine heavy fleece. The other was a
buck from Oregon, which Is also stand
ard bred and comes from one of the
Sfct has purcha8edU
these Iwo bucls
at a great expense and by their ser
vice hopes to greatly raise the grade
and standard of his flock.

American Leaaue.
At Washington
Washington
Chicago
At

9 11

1

1

3

R.

Boston-Bo- ston

R.

Philadelphia-Detr- oit

!

H.E.

York

At New
New York
St. Louis

3
1

H.E.

3 10
5 6

Philadelphia

R.
3
1

Second Game

6
2

H.E.
0

4
4

2

R. H.E.

New Yoi k
St. Louis

6
5

National League.

At Chicago

Chicago
Boston
Second Game
Chicago
Boston
At Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
At St. Louis

R.

'

H.E.
0
2

R. II. E.
5 11

1
1

16

R. H.E.
19 21 2
6

R.

St. Ix)iiis

9

4

H.E.

2 13

2

6 11 1
R. H.E.
7

3

7 11

0

2

Western League.
A Dm Moines
Moines

R.
1

Sioux City
Second Game

H.E.

0

6

o 8 1
R. II. E.
12 11

Des Moines
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Taste the Test

tells

WANTED.
WANTHH To buy loo cheap mares.
R. M. Duncan, care of Greer stables,
El

WANTED

7

Albuquerque Boys Win Satur
H. E.
14 1
day's Game at El Paso
6 1
H.E.
13 to 6.
6 3

real estate dealer. 211 West Gold
avenue.
FOR RENT New, three-roobrick
cotfage; outbuildings, city water;
an Ideal location for health seen-ers- ;
on the Highlands. A. Fleish-er- .

12

FOR RENT Five rooms, hall, screen
ed porches; in good repair; North
1G.
Kit st street,
A. Flelsher.
FOR RENT Large, airy rooms, for

7

3

H. E.

2 SUNDAY'S

14
4

'1
Cor kg a r

Tim

v.

1

Capprf

s

Chas.

W. Xunz,

GAME

PLAYED

TODAY

9

Albuquerque, 13; El Paso, 6.
This was the result of Saturday'
9 game.
5
It rained vesterdav and there was
no game. But tae llrowns did not get
1
wet; tney had their "Mclntoshes" on
4
Manager Frank Houston and wife
8 returned from El Paso this morning.
says that it looks lik
2 air. Houston
a clean sweep for the Drowns on the!
tour on which they have Just started
lie nrst two innings of Saturday'
gume were very good, but Dougherty
soon
became easy money for trie
8 urowns.
Dougherty was let down for
10 thirteen hits, while Starr had the)
pass City bunch guessing from start
5 to finish.
Six scratch hits was the
7 result.
French stole a base.
Lyons of Las Vegas, cauglit for Al
6 buquerque and WJdman of El Paso,
,, 6 played In the right field, allowing Gal
legos to remain on the bench.
7
The Browns made a great hit In
3 ineir new suits, for which they are In
uepted to William Mcintosh, the
7 sneep man.
11
ine. tsrowns play three games at
Moiencl, and three at Clifton, return
Ing to El Paso next week for three
games with the El Paso Browns. They
g
piaymg tne ki raso colts at ores
, 0 are
ent. , Widman and Johnny Jacoby of
win accompany them to Morci
6
encl and Clifton. The Urowns will
6
return home about the 18th. which
comes on Friday, and on the Sunday
1
louowing tne tans may expect to see
2 the Browns In
their new suits for the
nrst time, in a game with Santa Fe.
3
1

I

RATE
mmm LOW
EXCURSIONS
TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Oolo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, AND ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

VIA

El Paso Northeastern
and
Rock Island Systems
.

LIBERAL
DOUBLE

LIMIT

Finest 'Equipment

DAILY SERVICE

Dining Cars all the Way

Short

Line East

For further information call or address

6. P. A., E. P.
System, El Paso Tex

V. R. STILOS,
N. E.

FOR SALE.

FOR

RFTURN

Fastest Schedules

SAi;Eodrgemier""!amlTy

horse. Inquire at the Racket, Sec
ond street and Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Square Chlckering p!
ano In good condition. Inquire at
the Racket, Gold avenue and Sec
ond street.
BOARD

AND

ROOM.

board hnmA cnnkln? nlantv
of shade, electrio light. 717 East
Bireet, near santa re shops.
Good

DETECTIVE AGENCY.
detective Handles cases
does shadowing. Box 14, Albuquerque,

Private

5

'"P

The Southwestern

:

GROSS

ANO

!

Crockery

j

Everything
About

the

Needed
House,

KELLY

& CO.

(INCORPORATED)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

X,,,X

AND LAS VEGAS

VVajajaa

PROPOSITION

A

Your land, worth

$2

an acre, la, by

the use of one of our Irrigation plants,

Employment

made worth $100 per acre. Write us
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
1'umplng Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We can help you.

AGENCY
Phone 195 Red Upstalra.
110

Furniture

BORRADAILE & CO., 117 COLD AVENUE.

ANTED

South Second street.

RAILROAD

High Collar Quality
Means Four Ply

1

THE GLOBE STORE

n

INI.

'

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver,XColo.
A' S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Housekeeping, corner of Sixth street
and Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very desireable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
roil KENT Most desirable rooms
In city, single or enaulte, with table
board. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
cottage flats, one with piano. Ad- ply 624 John Btreet, east end of via
duct Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
keeping. Apply at Gold Avenue "ho
tel.

MALE. HELP WANTED.
WANTED Installment collector for
merchandise accounts; good salary
ana expenses. Ad dress Globe com'
pany. 728 Chestnut St.. Phila.. Pa.
Learn telegraphy and railroad accounting; $50 to 100 a month salary
assured our graduates
under bond.
SCN AND DAUGHTER GET
Our six schools the largest in Amer
ica and endorsed by all railroads.
ALL OF LARGE ESTATE Write for catalogue.
Morse School of
Telegraphy. Cincinnati, Ohio; Buffalo,
y.
;
Atlanta, Ua.; La Crosse. Wis.
Edniond C. de Baca, of Belen n.
passed through the city this morning Texarkana, Texas, and San Francisco,
en route to Denver. Mr. Ilaca Is
cai.
grandson of the late Felipe Chaves
AGENTS WANTED.
of Belen, who left an estate of about
jiSU.iMMi.
Mr. Baca says that the AGENTS make 6 dally selling
the
grand children received $:i each from
ctieapest and most perfect Water
the estate and that t.ie lemalnder
Miter ever Invented. Retails at $2,
went to the son and daughter of the
Big profit. Exclusive territory. Sen'
deceased and to charity.
eca r nter Co., Seneca, Mo.
C. W. G. Ward, city editor of the
Las Vegas Optic, accompanied
his
wife to this city yesterday and after
seeing her saiely started for Callfor
Wonder why Deoole worry thla hot
nla. leturned to the Meadow City on weatner, when they should place
g
No.
their troubles with us. We secure po
last night.
sitions as wen as rind positions.
WANTED.
We are still dolna business at the
same number. We want vour huml.
ness and guarantee to alve satlsfac
For Inside Inftirmation
j ion. bive us a trial.
WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters. 2 good cooks. 1 second
cook, 3 girls for housework. 1 eham- Dermaid, 2 men to take charge
of
houses, 1 man to wash waaona:
teamsters, logmen, swampers, labor
ers, etc.
FIFTEEN
First-clas- s
carpenters ship to Call
tornia.
TWENTY
Mexicans railroad work
ship east

Orders Promptly Filled by

Distributor, Albuquerque, 1.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, addrass or apply to

and tei?
"fOlOEurnrvlnir
room houses. W. H. Mc.MUllon,

3
3

St. Louis, U. S. A.

Brewing Ass'n

trains. No tlraaoma
delayo at any station.

On all through

FOR RENT.

7

Mark yourcollars every time they
go to the Laundry. Kind out how
Collars
much longer Corliss-Coowear thi-- others.
Get Them At

h

DININQ
PULLMAN. SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

d

STARTED WELL

n

Anheuser-Busc-

Shortest and quickest Una fram
Santa Fa to Dsnvsr, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Oonvsr and Pusfclo with
all lines east and west. Time aa quick
and rates as low as by other lines.

k& tzsf

The highest grade of collars are
always (our ply. It is the standard of serviceable weight and
strength.
Few
collars
have fdur ply folds cut up old
ones and find out whirh have.
Corliss-CooCollate urc
for
25c, but four ply always and in all
styles.
(Juarter sizes.

It always tastes the same.

"Scenic Line of the World"

HAPOOOOS (Inc.). Brain Broke
911 Umnka Bu idling, M. Louis

t,

fill

RIO GRAN DZs
SYSTEM

mi

hh

I'aso, Texas.
Three palntera, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED
Girl for general housework. Apply 114 West Gold avenue, upstairs.
WANTED Grain sacks, for which
will exchange feed. Any kind you
want; big stock; prices right. E.
W. Fee, 620 South Second Btreet,
Both 'pliones.
WANTED
A girl tor general nouse- '
work. 31S South Third street.
WANTED
Gentlemen'! second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First atreet,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. Ft. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Lady or gentleman of fair
fcaSJ
education to travel for a firm of
230,(Ml capital. Salary, 1.072 pr
dnce Catarrh.
PURELY VEGETABLE.
year
and exienses; paid weekly and
Nothing equals
expenses
advanced. Address, wifh
this great vegetable remedy in the cure
stamp,
J. A. Alexander, Albuquerof this disease. Write for our book and
que,
M.
N.
any medical advice you wish We make
100.000,000 metal roof
WANTED
no charge for either.
houses in the United States, each
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.," Atlanta, Ca,
roof to be painted with Eureka patented paint. Orders can be filled
in the Philippines and Panama by
cable. Albuquerque Paint works,
BROWNS HAVE
John Boiradaile, Manager.

taste is the infallible sign of
UNIFORMLY good
beerl
It demonstrates the use of the very best Barler-Malhighest grade Bohemian Hops, special culture
Yeast and thoroughly filtered Water. The best
tasting beer is

&

PERMANENT SALARIED POSITIONS
ahillty
W aed si
J' mm ol bmitwM-cttin- r
tiundrtdi ol mn who can prvMnt
i
fnlt pmannt-tbjaand product roautu,
nca Itot
aiparit
l'ravioa
SMCntial.
Uioica o dt.inbla location.
Kxrelfer
opportanitr for advancement. W alao ha
Hand in
Mr it offices may Kiaculira, CVrtca) and TachaVal
poftkiona and food orportanittea ior man haTing
mone to invert with fheif aanrfcaa. Writs as Urday,
Mattnr portion desired.

H. E.

American Association.
Pleasantly Effective.
At Louisville
Never in the way, no trouble to car- Louisville
MUCH DAMAGE DONE BY
ry, easy to take, pleasant and never Minneapolis ..'
falling in results are DeWitt's Little
At Toledo First Game
FLOOD IN PECOS VALLEY Early Risers.
These famous little pills
are a certain guarantee against head- Tido
A special to the Denver Republican ache, biliousness, torped liver and all Milwaukee
Second Game-To- ledo
from Roswell says:
of the ills resulting from constipation.
The flood damage was greater at They tonic and strengthen the liver. Milwaukee
Carlsbad than in any other portion Cure Jaundice. Sold bv all drueglsts
At Columbus
of the Pecos valley. The damage to
o
the flume of the Pecos river, owned'' Dr. George A. Pelgram, assistant to Columbus
by the Pecos Irrigation . company, Dr- - Purdy, the eminent pathologist of Kansas City
At Fort Wayne-Indiana- polis
amounted to aliout $7,000. The flume the Columbia Medical school, New
over the Drake canyon, owned by the York, Is in Silver City on a visit with
St. Paul
e
Dr. anl Mrs. S. M. Strong. Dr.
same company, was not damaged.
property of the Public Utlll- - gram's visit Is primarily for the pur-tle- s
National League.
company was damaged about $1,- - DOse of looking over the country with
At Chicago-Chic- ago
a
500. The electric light plant
view
f
establishing
a sanitarium
was
flooded, a:id it will-b- e
over a month for tuberculosis, in connection with Boston
btrong,
Dr.
resumes
it
before
operations.
At St. Louis First Game
Ail or the washed out bridges on
St. Louis
For Over Sixty Years.
the Pecos Valley and Northeastern
Philadelphia
have been repaired so that trains can
Game
cross, except the Pecos bridge at the used for over sixty years by millions of St.Second
Louis
edge Of Cailabad. Passenirpra
for
mothers
teethchildren
their
whllu
m
witn Perfect success.
It soothes Philadelphia ...
' and
tnemreSUlar mil the chlid. softens the gums, allays sill At Cincinnati First Game
,,",,no,
Texas,
will be resumed pntn, cures wind chollc, and Is the best Cincinnati
Pecos.
m a lew nays,
remedy for diarrhoea. Is pleasant to Brooklyn
6
.druggists In every
The automobile service from here thL
tnJlt. Bf,K,,i,y
Second Game-Cinci- nnati
part
cen
world. Twnty-flv- e
to Torn nee, .V M., a distance of 107 bottle.of the
Its value Is Incalculable.
2
miles, l is been res.nned. connecting sure and ask for Mrs. Wlnslow's Sooth' Brooklyn
0
no other kind.
with the Santa Fe Central. Rock Isl- - ,n(f 8'ri,P. nl
and and fc.1 Fao & Northeastern.
Western League.
PACKAGE GOODS FOR PICNICS
At Omaha First Game
AND
MOUNTAIN
TRIPS.
Omaha
2
BASE BALL BOVi ADVOCATE
5
picnics and Denver
Those contemplating
PILCRIMACt TO JANTA FE mountain trips can purchase
Second
their Omaha Game
6
supplies from a fine list at the
In a letter to Manager Frank Hous-toi- ) lunch
2
F. F. Trotter store. Here are some Denver
uf the Browns, George Parsons, of
At St. Joseph
'
goods:
tne
captain o? the Santa Fe Gravs. asks
1
Oat meal wafers, graham wafers, St. Joseph
Pueblo
9
'e ayed here 00 Au Uneeila biscuits, salted flakes.
f.
. in. Mr.
Parsons advocates run-'- At Sioux First Game
n
v
rinv
nimnnH
nH.
ning an excursion down from the cap-- ,
Sioux City
9
na-itFavorite milk
city on that day, and also pro- - bisco wafers. eoclal crackers,
Des Moines
5
sugar
teas,
poses that the browns run an excur- - creams, cracknells,
Second Game
ginger wafers,
sion to banta Fe on the following 6naps, fruit sandwiches, lady's fingers, Sioux City
6
9
s,'n5.layroyal toast. Zwieback, uneeda ginger Des Molnea
excursions will do no harm. wafCrs,
water
biscuits,
thin
butter
I hey will bring t.ie cities engaging
tnin biscuits, brownie cakes, pretzels,' The Soothing and Cooling.
in them in closer relations and will and many others.
calve that heals without a scar
help nine, in breaking the monotony
A!so iuncn baskets. all shapes and Is De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. No
or the long summer. Those of the 8i2es, for lunch parties,
remedy effects such speedy redef. It
past are remembered fondly and anyi
draws out
Inflammation, soothes,
p p TROTTER
cools and heals all cuts, burns and
of the future should be given hearty
South
Second
street.
support. A pilgrimage to Santa Fe
bruises. A sure cure for piles and
would be quite a treat and no doubt
Pick headache
results from a dl- - skin diseases. DeWitt's is the only
lt would be liberally ;patronized, is- - oruerea concilium or me stomacn ana is genuine Witch Hazel Salve, neware
ck v cured by Chamberlain s Stomach of
'
,
pocia..y if there was a base ball game fvi
counterfeits, they are dangerous.
Avet Tablets.
For sale by all
Sold by all druggists.
ai the other end of it
druggists.
Pel-Tn-

Catarrh usually begins "with a cold in
the hesd, but does not stop there. The
mucous membranes all become inflamed
nd secrete a filthy, unhealthy matter
which is absorbed by the blood and distributed to all parts of the body. The
patient is then continually hawking
nd spittinc, the nose is stopped up,
the ear have a ringing or buying noise,
the throat becomes sore, anil as the unhealthy matter more thorotiRhly saturates the blood general feeling of despondency takes possession of the system.
I had Catarrh for about fifteen ysars,
and no man could hars beenof,worn, 1
tried eTerythinT 1 could hear S.but no
8. 8.,
irood rsrultod. I then bewan
unJl could see a littlMmrrovement. from
taking it a
ths first bottle, and alterThis
was six
short while was oured.
years ao, and I am as well today as any
man. I thiuk Catarrh is a fcluod
know there is nothing; on earth
better for the blood than S. S. S. No
body thinks mors Of S. S. 8. thn I do.
M. MATSON.
Lapeer, Mich.
Local applications cannot cure Cntarrh,
because they do not resell the seat of the
trouble. They allay the in 'lamination
and temporarily, relieve the discare, but
as soon as they are left oH -c trouble re.
turns. The ouly way to cure Catarrh is
to treat it through the blood. S. S. S. soon
clears the blood of all Catarrhal matter an.,'
purges it of all irritating poisons, checks
further progress of the trouble am! completely cures the disea&e.-- S. S. S. keeps
the bl liii rx r- fect order so that
, it can eliminate
from the avtf-trt-

6 15
0 7

Philadelphia
Second Game
St. Louis
Philadelphia

Des

4

8 11
4 10

Cleveland
At

R. H. E.

Sioux City
2
At Omaha
R.
Omaha
3
Pueblo
4
Second Game
R.
Omaha
12
NEW MEXICO MAN
Pueblo
0
'
At
Joseph
St.
R.
SHOT IN ARIZONA
St. Joseph
6
Denver
5
Mr. J. H. Whittlesey, of Alamogor-do- ,
Second Game
R.
has received Information that his Denver
16
son. Roy, who was shot last week at St. Joseph
0
Tombstone, Arizona, la considered out
of danger and may rediver. The trouAmerican Association.
ble that lead to the shooting of Roy
At Indianapolis
Whittlesey grew out of a suit for di- Indianapolis
vorce by Roy Whlttelsey and the Katisas City
At Louisville-Louis- ville
court allowing the mother the custody
of the children. This displeased the
,
father who made efforts to get his Milwaukee
At Columbus
children, and It Is claimed found them
81 tne 1lome of a ieW(1 w(""an. and in Columbus
Minneapolis
iHf. a't.em''Lt.t ke 'hf ShMien
.m
this house
shot by a man who
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
was in the room.

ANGORA COATS

Nots All classified advertisements
or rather "liner" one eent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for eny elaseifled advertisement
16
eente per Issue. In order to Insure
proper classification
all "llnere"
should be left at thla office not later
than S o'clock, p. m.

A UNIVERSAL

WITH GERMANY

By Gilaon Gardner.

CLASSIFIED ADS

CATARRH
DISEASE

HO HEW TRADE TREATY

PAGE SEVEN

Wt

Riilroad Ave.

Men's Furnishings of the BETTER Sort

TICKET8.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from n
points gO to Paulsen's
Auuvtallnn
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.

The

Ilendrie

&

Bollhoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
1

1621-163-

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs,

9

Seventeenth Street,

DENVER, COLORADO

on

Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOTTSR nc.
CEIPTS, as low as 10.00 and as hig'a
as .'UU,uou. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time;
On
month to one year given. Goods to re
main in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and fee us before
borrowing.
TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN r.n .
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts or the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg..
3u5 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS
X

EothPhonts.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

Zi and Marquette

i

n

CITIZEN,

EVENING

AL11UOUEKOUK

PKCE EIGHT

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1905.

uui a,nK)
exhibit in the
which promises to te m
hung by tho association. President If you arc troubled
Holloway of Tnre Haute, Ind eaid
Cramps, Indigestion, Headache,
today, thai he expected over 1,000
members lure.
Nausea, Dyspepsia, Bloating,
exniims in we
English and
io uiosu lroui
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
gallery in addition
Constipation or Malaria
various parts oi tiie L'ulted States and
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday; t'ann.ia
several lilies are contest
with local thundersnower. Warmer.
ing for tho honor of entertaining next you'll find sure relief in
years convention of the association.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
HOSTETTER'S
Farrrs for Hibernian Poor.
No. 1, from the east, 7:30 p. tn.
Yankton, S. !.. Aug. 7. Arrange
Xo. 7, from the east, 10:30 p. m.
ment arc ira tu nny cuiiiiinieu ioi
STOMACH BITTERS
No. 8, from the west, 6:45 p. ni.
the purchase of South Dakota land
uy
west,
2,
7:55
fro
a.
nithe
m.
No.
worth from J:'."","1"' to j'ju.vuu,
the Ancient Order of Hibernians for 1WELVE MILES IN
United
local
The
States weather worthy poo:
that order who desire
bureau today reported that .02 of an to farm The chief promoters of the
MiNUTESj
THIRTY-THRE- E
inch of rain fell last night.
niovimu.n: are tneiniiors oi me ,ain- Madison,
and
U K. llt(iie, representing the Geo. ollc clergy of Aberdeen,
RECMAKES
LOCAL BICYCLIST
Trllch Hardware company of Denver, other points in tiouin uaKoia. tree
transpona'ion has been offered by
Ib in the city calling on local merORD RIDE TO TIJERAS CANYON
expected
is
that
the railroads, and it
ON A WAGER.
chants.
contingent of sett hub will ar
Miss Marpnret Schuster, of 503 Cop- the first
On Saturday last, Joe Ducatelli,
per avenue, w ill leave tomorrow morn-in- rive from the east this fall.
from the New York saloon in
rode
for Santa Fe where she will spend ROYAL PRINCE IS
to Sllva's place in Tijeras
city
this
several weeks on a visit to relatives.
ARRESTED AS SPY canvon, a distance of twelve miles,
There will lie a special review of
exactly 33 minutes. The record
Berlin, Aug. ". I'rlnce Henry, eldest in
Alamo Hive tomorrow afternoon at 2
breaking
trip was the result of a
o'clock. All members urged to be son of Prince Allmhct of Prussia, was wager that Ducatelli could not ride
at the, that distance In 35 mfnutes. This espresent. Margaret Jenks, record
arrested as a spy by guards Pomer-anlaeast battery In Swinemuende
tablishes a new record for that dis
when photographing environs.
tance and is very good, considering
The rresbyterlan Christian Endeav
Hen-ry- ,
Frederick
was
Prince
he
He
said
th
fact that, the entire distance is
or society will hold its regular busl
but the guards told him they were an up hill climb. E. Gradi was the gen
ness meeting this evening at the home
have
sentries
The
fooled.
be
not
to
t.eman who lost the bet.
of Mr. C. E. Vaughn, at 423 South Ar
been esp cially on the alert because
no street.
an
Austrian
of
week
st
last
arn
of the
WHAT TO DO WITH THE
W. E. Fields, manager of the Alba
of spying.
CONVICTS ON SAKHALIN
querque division of the railroad bus! accused
ness of the Holmes Supply company.
Aug. 7. The disposition of
Tokio,
transacted business in the city this TORRES WAS LIBERATED
convicts on Sakhalin Island is unthe
morning.
INSTEAD 0 F IEIN SHOT der consideration. They will probably
Mrs. C. H. Conner, daughter Miss
be taken to the Russian coast and
Riba and Miss T.lmler, Mrs. Conner s
to the Russian authorities.
transferred
AND
LATIMER
OF
sister, went to Whitcomb Springs J OS' MURDERER
Kortv thousand Russian prisoners of
WAY WAS SET FREE BY MEXI-CAterday. nnd will recreate in the mounislands and are being
AUTHORITIES THE DAY war are on theJapan.
tains for a week or ten days.
to
transported
EXECUTION.
SET FOR HIS
Dove hunters returning to the city
BIBYCLES AT COST.
last night report phenomenal luck. One
The news now comes from Fuerte
party bagged 12o birds, another claim Sinalaca, Mexico, to the effect that
AND
COLUMBIA
HIGH GRADE
ed to have Wiled a hundred and sev- - Judge Ferdinando Torres, who was to TRIBUNE
BICYCLES AT COST,
ral other parties brought back kills have been shot recently for being im- FOR THE NEXT THIRTY DAYS.
of over fifty each.
HOUSTON, 118 Gold Ave.
plicated in the murder of Clarance
Col. W. H. Greer, who spent Inst Way and Kdward Latimer former, resweek In Luna county looking after the idents of Kl Paso, was released from
Interests of the Victoria Land and Cat prison on the day he was to have been
tie company, has been called to Call executed..
fornia by the illness of his father-in- Ferdinando Torres Is the Justice of
law, H. A. Jastio, and will probably the peace at Aguascalientes, near
be absent from the city for the next Fuerte, Sinaloa. who, it 1b claimed,
en days. Mrs. Greer Is with her was responsible for the killing of Clarfather at Bakersfleld.
ence Way and Edward Latimer at a
near the former
Mrs. L. R. Wells, of 323 South Fifth mescal hacienda
street, expects to leave the latter part place.
it win be remembered that Torres
of the week for Los Angeles, where
she will Join her son, S. H. Wells, w'no was very angry because Way did not
about to engage in the harware touch his hat to him and sent a pobusiness at Venice, a small coast city liceman to arrest the former and bring
eighteen miles from Los Angeles. Mr, him to his office, the officer's instruc
Wells was formerly an employe In the tions heinc to bring him in "dead or
hardware house of E. J. Post & Co., nllve "
Tn maktne the arrest the officer shot
of this city.
Mrs. D. D. Coverdale, who formerly both men. At the preliminary hearing
conducted a millinery store on Gold Torres was released, but the people,
avenue, writes from Chicago that she nnrtlcularlv the Americans, from all
Is studying
the latest designs and over the republic, made such a strong
styles In the leading millinery estah nrotest that be was rearrested, men
ishments of the big Windy City, and the report was sent out that he was
that she expects to return to Albu to be shot. However, this appears to
querque In the fall and engage in bus! hovn iiwn nn entire misiaKe. as uu
ness again. At present, Mrs. Cover- - wns iriven his liberty instead.
dale's address is 6721 Yale avenue,
it l now Drettv certain that Torres
Englewood station.
and his tools will escape punishment
entirely.
In Convention.
Photographer
BOO
7.
Aug.
Nearly
CHINESE CONSPIRE
Boston, Mass.,
photographers have ai rived for the na
AGAINST ALL AMERICANS.
tional convention, which opens to
Aug! 7. The Chinese
Yokohama.
cases
morrow. All are busy opening
containing pictures for the national here have agreed not to deal In American goods, not to ship goods on Amerthe Pacific
We want to dispose of every pair ican steamers, especially
and to
of our summer shoes before the open Mail company's steamships,
ing of the fall season, and iave cut punish any Chinese dealing In Amerialso, not to
their prices accordingly. Some have can goods through others;
e
some a little deal with American nanus ana iubui-ftnrbeen reduced one-tntrcon
Chinese
The
Danles.
com
av
is
per
cent
about the
less,, but 25
erage. They are all styllsb, up to victed of contravening this agreement
date, goods, and guaranteed to give will be heavily fined.
Read our ad and examsatisfaction.
An excellent Investment Is a Citi1 13-- 1 15-- 1 17 South
ine our window. C. May's Shoe Store,
zen want ad.
314 West Railroad avenue.

's"

Local and

Personal

with

W. L. DOUGLAS

uw,

aii

314

Special Sale of Shoes for

our Oxford and such line of high shoe at we hall discon
tinue to handle, re Included In the offering. They are not made to
order bargain, but are regular good and are guaranteed to give
atifaction. Thl I a plendid chance to get hot weather comfort
at reduced price. See our window display:
AM

Oxford,
Oxford,
Oxford,
Oxford,

Men'
Men'

$4, cut to
$3.75, cut to

$3-0-

$2.95

$3.50, cut to
$3.00, cut to
Men' Shoes, $1.75 to $4.00, cutto
Women1 Oxfords, $1.85, cut to
Women' Oxfords, $2.50, cut to
Women' Oxfords, $3.00, cut to
Women' Shoe, $1.65 to $3.50, cut to
Men'
Men'

mam in

$2.25
'.$1.35 to $3.00
$1-4-

5

$1-9-

$2.40
$1.35 to $2.85
in

iiiimiiw

miwii mm in

wi'iiiiw

DEPENDABLE FOOD

PRODUCTS.
Are those that hare stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that Is at all questionable In
quality can find a pace In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
beat In flavor and the best In
furn-tnsnln-

F. F. TROTTER
No

118

and

120

South Second St.

Sell

the world.

Simon Stem

more $3.50 hocs than any other dealer In the two territories.
We don't lay our ucces to our personality
but to the

Goodness of Douglas

?

$3.50 Shoes
The quality, style, workmanship, of W. L. Dougla' $3.50 hoe
uneqoaled by any other make of like price. We have Jut rey
ceived a new line 500 pair
embracing many new style. A
In our how window. The complete line will be
of them
chown with pleasure, In the store.
I

die-pla-

I

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

n n n rAi

n

rn

Water Heating
Steam and Hot
BEATIFLL GOODS Displayed
Call and Examine the
In Our Sample Rooms

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

free-burnin-

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies

..

John S. Beaven
'

'

di

ia

DIAMONDS
Diamond are always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at
time. They art an invetmnt, and a good Investment at Uw prices we
filing them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches. Soktaire Kings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

....WRITE rOR PRICES....

Fir it Street

40

are
and
our

Just received a carload of screen
alze and new design.

wmTEVi

....Matteucci.

LEAD

door, all

W

Call on us for Lumber, Glasa,

Dealer in
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
IMAND THE BEST OF MEATS.
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.

Leading Jeweler,

r u

c '

rontojrti -z

cnnc

rugs, furniture,

LINOLEUM, DINNER WARE,
Corner Second and Copper Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE

Iron and Brass Catlings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Can! Shifting! Pullty, Grid
Ban, Babbit Metalj Column and Iron
r"roni for Buildings. J J
J
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FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
WORKS.

ee them.
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R. P. HALLProo.
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At the M. E. church parlors, corner
of Lead avenue and Third street, Tuesday evening, August 8, 1905, from 3
to 10 o'clock p. m. The public Is
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Subscribe for The Evening Citizen,

CHAS. F. MYERS- -
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Mcintosh

HARDWARE 000

RETAIL
DEERING HARVESTING MACHINES

WHOLESALE

Agents for
Colt's Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols
Winchester Riflea

Store will close Satur--
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out to buy anything in
clothing try The Stein- Bloch smart clothes.
They cost no more than other makes, and
you know they are superior. Quality coupled with moderate prices will win. Suits
$8, $10 and $18. Agents for Walkover Shoes. $3.50

E. L. WASHBURN CO. .

i

for

Colorado Phono 197

& Fuehr,

kmm.

Paint,

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

Road.

Automatle Tbooa I8S.

Undertaking Company,

MEXICO

ssrsac

Call at No. 624 West TIJera
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

'

and Cement Also
FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

Ice Cream Social.

A SPECIALTY.
MACHINERY
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track

ALBUQUERQUE,

RAILROAD AVENUE

rirtt Street

Screen Doors.

P, Lommori,,..
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EVERITT,

North
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Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

You know the celebrated "Karpeu" go od a far a you can
and ee good Leather Furniture, and plenty of It,

i

..Largest Stock in the Southwest...
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Wholesale and Retail Hardware

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The Clarkvllle coal we sell principally, like the Father of His Country,
dm a reputation second to none, and
you know, if you've tried it, that lt'a
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-tti- e
g
from Impurities. Its
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pound
Absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-Hag-

Cetfi

hoet than any other manufacturer
In

t

Men, Women and Children

more $3.50

Make

days at

12

o'clock

A).,

and reopen 6 p. m.
during July and August

Shotguns, Ammunition

Mowers and Repairs
Binders, Tedders.

Reapers, Hay Rakes
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and Headers.
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Studebaker

Wagons

Wiss Scissors
and Shears
Eclipse Wind Mills

.WRITE FOR PRICKS.
122

South Second St.

Mail Orders Solicited Tand Promptly Filled
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AlbUqilBrqilB, NOW MeXiCO.

